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The Evangelical Visitor has Honored
us with permission to insert the FIR5T
CLOTHING ADVERTISEMENT in their
periodical.
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HOW. WE INVITE CORRESPONDENCE ABOUT OUR
FAMOUS SPECIALTIES.
READY TO WEAR AND HADE TO
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digs the pit for his feet?
Who sows the tares in the fields of time whenever God sows His wheat?
T h c d e y i l i s v o t e d n o , t t Q be> a n d o f
course
the thing is t r u e ;
But who is doling the kind of work the devil
a l o n e shoulkj d o ?
W e are told he does not go about as a roaring
Hon now;
But ,wham shall we hold responsible for the
everlasting row
^ ° ^ e heard in home, m church and state to
the earth's remotest bound,
If the devil by a unanimous vote is nowhere

Some Thoughts on the Evidences of Faith
Perfected by Works, Lewis Berg, . . . . 6
Thoughtfulness in Praver, Geo. S. Grim, 11 Won't somebody step to the front forthwith,
„
and make their bow and show,
Here and There, F. Elliott,
12 H o w t h e f r a u d s a n ( J c r i m e s o f a s i n g k d a y
Be Ye Also Ready, London W. Steckley, 14
spring up,—we want to k n o w ;
The devil was fairly voted out and of course
SELECTED : , t h e devil's gone,
,, M
-p
•
.,
,„ But simple ipeople would like to know who
What is r orgiveness:
15
• u• u
6
carries his business on.
Spiritualism,
28
—Set. by Sarah Gracie.
Success after Failure,
3°
<•>
NEWS OF CHUROH ACTIVITY,
.
O B I T L ARY,
_
.

16, 22 Leave God to »rder all thy ways,
And trust in Him whate'er betide,
20 T h o u . l t find H i m ;„ { h e e v i l d a y S i
A very present help and guide:
Who trust in God's unchanging love,
FORERUNNERS OF ANTICHRIST.
Builds on a rock that naught can move.
—Set. by Sarah Gracie.

Antichrist is the already widespread and
growing disbelief in any Satan or kingdom
of darkness thus making his temptations more
powerful and dangerous because the author
is unseen.

There is a story old and sweet,
Which the sons of men repeat;
While the hurrying years go by,
Of a strange illumined sky;
Of a host who sang Good will,
Men don't believe in a devil now as their fath- O'er the flock on Bethlehem hill;
ers used to d o ;
Of a -manger and a star,
They've forced the door of the broadest creed And the trav'lers from afar;
to let his majesty through;
This the story old and sweet,
There isn't a print oif his cloven foot or a Which the sons of men repeat.
fiery dart from his bow.
T o be found in earth or air today, for the So we come each Christmastide,
To the manger low and wide;
world has voted so.
While the Star with shining ray,
But who is it mixing the fatal draught that Lighteth vet the Bethlehem way,
ipalsies 'heart and brain,
And the Christ-child blesseth still
And loads the ibier of the passing year with Those who climb the Bethlehem hill,
ten hundred thousand slain?
Bidding all who fain would stay
W h o , blights the bloom of the land today with By the cradle, kneel and pray,
the fiery breath of hell,
This the story old and sweet
If the devil isn't and never was, won't some- Which the sons of men repeat.
body rise and tell?
—Set. by Sarah Grach
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We have counted up all the
unrenewed subscriptions
that are expired or will
expire
with
the present
month
and
found that the number reaches
nearly
550.
/ / we were to include
those
whose credit expires by the end of April
the number would exceed 600.
Now
if YOU are one of the number will you
not be one who will make the number
just one less?
Every dollar due the
VISITOR should reach us h:forc the end
of April so as to avoid a deficit any
larger than as is unavoidable.
Send
your renewals this way NOW.
YOU
will feel better tvhen you don't need to
make an apology for waiting so long.

Resurrected things usually possess an
interest which former acquaintance did
not have.
Recently Bro. J. H . Engle
of Abilene, Kan., sent us two resurrected
writings suggesting that their publication in the VISITOR might be abvisable
as they would possibly have added interest at this t i m e : at least their appearance in the VIISITOR columns would enlarge their circle of blessing.
Way
back in 1907 t h e s e writings were prepared, by request, and read at the K a n sas State Sunday School Conference.
T h e editor had forgotten that he had
a part in a matter of that kind and was
not a little suprised to be reminded of his
share in that symposium. While our
own writing may be of but transient
interest we are sure that of Bro. Elliot
will prove of lasting interest for his
theme is of lasting importance and interest.
W e older people are past t h e
time of memorizing Scripture verses
and Christian hymns, and, no doubt,
many of us feel our poverty on those
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lines, we would call back to those just
starting out, Store well your memory
with Scripture passages and Christian
hymns. It is a rich treasure which one
can carry along thru the years without
it being a weight 'that tires you.
One
verse of Scripture committed to memory each day makes 365 in a year, and
one hymn per week makes 52 in a year
Let our young people take it up. The
articles refe rr en to above follow :
THE

CHUROHE'S OPPORTUNITY
IT'S CHILDREN.

IN

In considering this question it
is to be noted that we as a church
were a long time in reaching convictions
as to the importance of the matter
under consideration.
Being one among those church organizations that
consider infant baptism and what is
associated with it, as unscriptural, we
possibly erred on the other side, and
failed to appreciate the church's obligations and responsibilities as it pertains
to the car e of the children.
It is within the memory of the writer that the
number of children in the membership
of the church was small indeed, and
the application for membership of one
of such little ones was considered of
doubtful oropriety.
That a great change has taken place
on this line is a matter of rejoicing,
We are glad for many of the children
who have a place in the membership of
the church, and the opportunity of the
church in its children is great and important.
In order that the existence
of a church may be perpetuated a continual accession of new material is
positively needed, and in its children—
the children of its members—offers the
most promising material, the mission
field lying nearest to hand, towards the
building up of the organization and its
perpetuation.
It behoves the Church

3

to become more awakened to the importance of caring for, and gathering
in, her children.
When it does so the
importance of the Sunday School, the
Bible Study meeting, will be more largely recognized, and, I venture to say,
our custom of scattered families in the
meetings for worship will be changed,
and parents and their children form
united groups instead,
Geo. Detwiler.
MEMORIZATION OF SCRIPTURE.

Dear beloved parents and children
assembled, I wish it were my privilege
today to address you in person, to look
into your friendly faces and to renew
old friendships and form new ones,
This not being possible, I will try in
abrupt way to write a few words on
my
the above subject.
When Paul was
asked for a reason of the hope that was
:in him he told his personal experience
So will I.
When I was a little boy in
England, I was sent to Sunday School
It was a Church
a t the age of seven.
,0f England (Episcopal) school.
It
i w a s conducted with the utmost simplicjty> devoid of all the frills and trimrmings of some of our modern Sabbath
Schools.
One grand object was kept
in view, the future spiritual and moral
welfare of the pupils, and their preparation for membership in the Church.
To this latter end we were required to
memorize the Lord's Prayer and others,
the Apostles' Creed, the ten commandmen'ts and the Catechism; and chapter
after chapter of Scripture besides, were
packed into our youthful heads, long
before their vital principles savingly
affected our hearts.
In fact when at
the age of ten I left for Canada I knew
the Prayerbook almost off by heart and
could repeat many Psalms and chapters in Old and New Testaments verba'tim.
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"Well," says one, "what good was
it to you?"
Well, just this. My stepfather was cruel and unkind, and at
eleven years I was turned loose among
sfcrangers to "hoe my own row." Those
moral and 'Spiritual lessons so diligently
and faithfully instilled inte my memory,
saved me from a thousand snares to
which I was exposed as a friendless
lad in a strange land.
Amidst the
darkness of my way that memorized
Word was a "lamp to my feet," and
from its stored up pages in times of
doubtful decisions a word was heard
behind me saying "This is the way,
walk—in it."
Not but what I still read it in those
days, but only casually, for I had no
one to encourage me.
Though not
converted till I was twenty-four and
settled down for life yet the influence
of early teaching and memorised Bible,
warnings, reproofs, instructions and
guidance carried me over the perilous
period of vouth with a character unstained with the follies and errors so
common to that time of life.
Later
on, in the ministry, your humble servant has found that early memorized
scripture has been a precious treasure,
fitting in here and 'there, consoling,
comforting, warning and directing. I
often think if one should lose their
sight by accident or otherwise, how
sweet those treasured chapters would
be. Like the young lad in Ireland said
to the Romish priest, when he took the
boy's Bible awav from him and burned
it, "You burn my Book but you can't
burn the ten chapters I learned off by
h ear t- »
"
F Flliot
*"*
The Evangelistic campaign in Philadelphia is continuing with unabated interest.
The large tabernacle is crowded at almost every meeting. The peo-
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pie come before five o'clock in the
morning so as to be sure to get in. The
preaching often begins an hour earlier
than the time set because the congregation is there.
February 7. was. the
6th. Sunday of the meetings and the
number of "trailhitters" was the largest
of any day it reaching in number 1510
at the three meetings.
The entire
number up to and including this day
was nearly 20,000.
The Philadelphia
campaign leads all such campaigns in
numbers and size, but there are many
slmiliar campaigns onlv on a smaller
scale, in progress in many cities and
towns in the State.
The ore nearest
'to Harrisburg now in progress is at
Mechanicsburg, nine miles away. Some
of our people are attending and say the
meeting is having good results, in that
people are coming to the light and many
are yielding to God.
<( >

Special meetings with encouraging reg° i n g o n i n a number 0 f districts in
Pennsylvania and other places.
The
meeting at Elizabethtown, Pa.,
w h e r e Rish
- Jonathan Lyons of Michig a n labored, was closed on the n t h . ,
insL
H e then
commenced meetings at
the Cross R o a d M
- H - o n t h e T4th.,
w h e r e h e i s s t i U s o en
gaged at this writin
A
Snumber of souls were won to
0hrist a the
*
Elizabethtown meeting,
Eld. W. J. Myers of Ohio, since leaving Grantham, has been laboring at
Mastersonville church, Rapho dist., with
what
success we have not heard,
Eld
- L - Shoalts was continuing the
meeting at Silverdale during last week.
' ^ n e Spirit of conviction was upon the
people and seekers were coming to the
altar.
He expects to hold meeting at
Souderton and Gratersford yet later.
In Canada the brethren are pushing
the work too with good results.
Bish.
J. R. Zook was laboring ait Springvale
sults are
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and Bush. John Sider at Sherkston with
good results.
OEM. D. W. Brehm visited Bedford
county, Pa., the last few weeks in January.
Quite an interest was created
and a dozen or more yielded to the convicting grace of Cod. Eld. Brehm had
to leave the work on account of home
duties. But on account of the encouraging outlook, he was called back again
to continue the work. The romimunity
seems to be ripe for a good revival as
there are many living there who make
no profe-^ion of religion.
There are
only a few members of the Brethren
living there now. Formerly there was
quite a class there. We trust the Lord
will bring many to a halt and cause them
to return to the Father's house.
Fanny Crosby, the blind hymn writer,
whose hymns are sung everywhere
where the English language is known,
as also in some other languages into
which her hymns were translated, passed away on the 12th., inst, in her ninetyfifth year.
It is said that the number
of hymns she wrote is about 8000. This
is indeed a splendid contribution to the
Christian cause.
The familiar hymns,
"Rescue the Perishing," "Blessed Assurance," "Close to Thee," "Jesus, Keep
Me Near the Cross," "Saf e in the Arms
of Jesus," "Pass Me Not O Gentle Savior," "Saved by Grace," and many others
came from her pen.
She was blind
from early childhood, and now that she
has gone into the presence of the King
she will no doubt with seeing eyes
"
See Plim face to face,
And tell the story—saved by grace.
W e are indeed sorry that any one
should suffer loss of money thru the
mail.
But subscribers should remember 'that when they send currency in an
ordinary letter they assume the risk of

its loss.
The notice to this effect is
found on page 20.
Nlearly all such
letters reach us safely, but now and then
we receive inquiry whether we did not
get their letter, sent such a date, containing a dollar to renew their subscription. Likely this is the first intimation
we have that such a letter was sent.
Sometimes such letters contain the caution that if we don't receive it we are
to let them know, something we confess
we are too uninformed as to how to do
it.
We feel that when a dollar is lost
in this way sometimes the writer does
not feel good about it and rather resents
having to bear the loss him or herself.
Better send money in a registered letter,
bank draft, express order or private
check.
»«»
I t is our earnest request that all who,
renewed their subscription since January T, look over our Credit list, as also
watch the credit label, and apprise us
of any mistake that we may be guilty of..
We think we got astray on a few names
at Bible Conference. Let us hear from
you if your credit is not correct.
•-•-*
A letter for the VISITOR from Macha
Mission came too late for this issue.
Sr. Doner writes under date of Dec.
26, giving account of their Christmas
day service when over four hundred, including babies,- were present.
They
were all treated to a small quantity of"
salt.
Sr. Doner makes special mention
of unusual blessing being poured out on
the native believers at one of the out
schools, especially the teacher, who received a definite call to preach the Gospel to his people.
• 1»
An election for minister was held inthe Donegal dist, Pa., recently, the lot
falling on Bro. Irwin W. Musser. May
he prove a competent laborer in his,
office.
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A brief, word from Africa under date
T
(• • ( _
.
'..
i
fc.
•of Jan. 6, informs us that the unusual
Tains continue.
F o r 26 days it rained
•every day.
Since Nov. 21, it ramed in
unseasonable quantities on 42 days. ThU
word came from Bro. Frey.
'
(
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SOME T e O U G H T S ON T H E EVIDBNiOES OF BAiMH PERFECTED
, B Y wlORKS
BY LEWIS BERG.
H e

that

doeth

"
righteousness is righteous even as he is righteous" ( I John
3 : 7)While it is true that God only knows
'A big Scotchman who had gone down
, . ,
., the real condition of the hearts of men,
under the influence of strong drink until
, • . • , ,
.1 . <<
. ,„
. yet it is also true that every tree is
he was a terror to his neighbors and .
, ...
, .. „
•,
.
. . .
,
,
° .
known by its own fruit.
I n order to
friends, and was fast hastening to a ,. . u
,'••,,,
. . . ^
,
,
. ' ,
. . i « , «
rightly
divide the word of truth along
• d r u n k a r d s grave and a d r u n k a r d s hell. . . . . . . . .
,
.
.
,
this line also it is necessary to make
sat one evening m a meeting where a
,,
,
. , „ , . , ,
.,
? , ,
. .
. careful and prayerful study, by the aid
preacher, who had known something of
, „. TT . 0 . ., .
,
.
,.
L
,
, ,
. . ° .
Of the Holy Spirit, in order to note the
the bitterness and bondage of sin, de. .
. ,.
. . ,.
.
.
. , . . , ,
.
,
,
scriptural discrimination between salvascribed with burning& words the down- ,.
.
,
..,. , — , .,
.
. ,
.
, tion eternal as a gift of God through
TT .
ward progress of the sinner. His words , ... • , . , . •
-c
t /•*». •• .
*.. ,.
,
. . .
.
faith in t h e atoning sacnnce of Christ,
were finding place in the heart of one
, ,,
,
.
...
„
. ,
* r
,
, ,
,
and the good works which naturally
particular hearer, and as he dwelt on the . ..
, ..
,
u x.
% ,.
, .
' ;
,
, , .
, , follow as a result through those who
to
tenderly
love
and
who
sat
beside
him
folly
of
the
d
r
u
n
k
a
r
d
and
his
awful
,
.
,
.
m,
.
.
,
.
, J
.,. • ,
, r 1
1 a r e made righteous.
i h a t is what we
touched
arm a n d hand
a tear-stained
face
doom, thehistrembling
of the Scotch, .
,
...
,
• 1 •.
, , . , , ,
.
,
, understand with reference to righteous
m a n s little daughter, whom he seemed
,
„
..
,
.
,
.,
.,
A
. , ,
, ,
acts.
At
the back of these there is a
righteous disposition which is a result
. .
. o f regeneration made possible through
looked up at him, while a small voice , ... . ., , :
, , ,_,, • .
,
f_
,, faith in the -blood of Christ, and minissobbed, ' T h a t s you daddy, that s you. . ,.
, .. „ „ c . ..
,,
_,
,.,,.,
,
, »T -i •
tration of the H o l y Spirit.
More aThe childish words were the t Mail in a ,
. . . ••
.,, ,
. , . . ,,
, . ,
_
long this line will b e noted farther on.
sure place to the depraved father. Conm.
•
• ., • • -,
e .. •
r
. .
.
-the occasion of this epistle is similar
victed ot sin. his first wish was to hurrv ,
,,
,
,•
• ,
,
; to others, to stir up, remind and warn,
w
J'
*>.
,e
'
.'
against false teachers anti-christs and
cast
out.'
''—Gospel
Message.
,
. ,for
.,
,
* '
.
.
apostates,
as •well., as
instructions
y
life
was pointed to 'the Savior of sinners, great
t
nu change
• <-• .in
A their
-\
. andj exper-1
1
' ience,
for Christian
developments
andin general
as referred
to especially
Chap.
0 , ¥
.and there and then the poor profligate 2 : 18-29,
, ,
,.,,,28, especial, ..,
versesm.20, 24,. 27,
. ,
, „ Pa.,
,.
usefulness.
I h a t istheever
little
children,
On Jan. _,21,. 1915, at Grantham,
ly.
B u t ' t h a t Satan
on the
alert
turned to Christ and proved that H i m
,,
..
,,
,,
during Bible Conference,
Joseph A. seeking whom he may devour, he comes
l
_, T
... .
.
as the apostle addresses them, were
Smith
was ordained
by often
of light,
and
that coroe'th
unto Me.toI the
will ministry
in no wise
_,,
.as an angel
.
.,
. , with
,.
Bishs. M., ,.H . Oberholser,
B. F . Hoover, feigned
wordsagain
pretends
to offer help
by
.
really born
is evidenced
by the
May the Lord have His guiding band suggestions that we are either not what
upon the young brother that he may be- we sometimes think we are, or what we
come a standard-bearer for H i m who might or ought to be.
T h u s he often
-delivered him.
succeeds in getting Christians to doubt,
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and the natural consequence often is,
more or less perplexity, sooner or later,
If he cannot succeed by outside sources
he often finds some right among the
believers, and as Paul suggests "of your
own selves shall men arise speaking perverse things to draw away disciples
after them."
That doubts and perplexities were
creeping in upon the little children was
evident. But that the Apostle was able
by the Holy Spirit to more than offset
all these is borne out by the many inspired statements by which he met the
cunning of the adversary from every
point of view.
Many could be cited,
bu't let us first note in the first chapter,
the Apostle referring to our condition
as sinners by nature, that our only hope
is in the word of life implying God's arrangement in Christ, that "God so loved
the world" that "He spared not his own
Son but delivered him up for us all"
(John 3 : 16; Rom. 8: 32). That "the
word was made flesh and dwelt among
us."
And again, "Behold the Lamb
of God that taketh away the sin of the
world." Yes but by his death etc., "He
died for our sins according to the scripture," "Was reaised again for our justification."
"Who is even now at the
right hand of God, who also maketh
intercession for us" (Rom. 4 : 25-34;
I Cor. 15: 3, 4).
Upon this foundation of a completed redemption through
the sacrifice of Christ, the Apostle says
"That which we have seen with our
eyes and our hands have handled of the
J r 7'J: „ \r
,x .
, r «
word of hfe.
Yes, that word of the
New Covenant which was sealed and
certified, made operative, toward all by
the sprinkling of the blood of Jesus
Christ once for all: and so we read
Heb. 9. "A testament is of force after
men are dead." Christ through death
entered into the holiest of all by His

7

own bL;">d; obtained eternal redemptions
for us, *jy a new and living way, that
the sinner's conscience may be purged
from dead works to serve the living
God.
In Chap. 1 : 3, 4: "Fellowship •
with the Father and with His Son,,
Jesus Christ.
That our joy may be
full is conditioned upon walking in the
lightThe Holy Spirit through the
word of God which is the sword of the,
Spirit, and through God's 'true representatives, convinces the world of sin,
of righteousness, and of judgment."
"Faith comes by hearing, and hearing
by the word of God."
Thus does t h e
presence of God bring consciousness o f
sin in the nature.
To realize this and
acknowledge it, and that as such we
are hopelessly lost, but that in the light
of Cod our only hope is in Christ. To
confess this that is that which we really are by nature in the sight of God,.
and that He has provided the only possible remedy, to confess all this and to
act upon ft properly means to walk in
the light as He is in the light, and'
brings us into fellowship with Him, and
the blood of His Son, Jesus Christ,
cleanseth us from all sin. To deny this,
would be to make God a liar and to deceive
ourselves.
"But if we confess
our sins
he is faithful and just to for9ive our sim a l l d to cleanse us from
al!
unrighteousness."
Note.—Forgiveness and cleansing from all sin,—in
this text are two things to be done and.
should take place together in the sense
of the
. o n e immediately following in
connection with the other.
Forgive. . .
. .
. , f
ness implies a righteous acquittal from
t h e g u i I t a n d p e n a l t y of sm> a n d d e a n s .
i n g in its proper connection with forgiveness implies the washing of regen- eration and renewing of the Holy Spirit
which is shed upon us abundantly
through Jesus Christ our Lord.
See,
Titus 3.

8
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A cleansed heart, a new heart, regeneration, a new birth.
Putting off
the old man, etc., and putting on the
new man which after God is created
in righteousness and true holiness, etc.,
all have reference to the new state as
new creatures in Christ in the which
old things have (actually) passed away
in the sense of being made free from
the desire to sin, but servants of righteousness and your fruit unto holiness,
a conscience purged from dead works
(of sin, etc.,) to serve the living God.
See Rom. 6 : 18, 2 2 ; Heb. 9 : 14.
.,-,
.
.
Whatever may be our views concern.
,
,
,
,
mg the great change of our depraved
nature and taking away that bent to
sinning, there is no other remedy but a
new heart through the blood of Christ.
An eradication of the law of sin from
the depraved heart, and ?. rewriting of
God's law upon fleshly tables of the
heart through the Holy Spirit, and thus
does obedience to God become constitutional
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rule by which all the children of God
may know each other.
T h a t simple
faith and loving obedience in full consecration to God marks all them that
are His.
A n d now in chap. 3 verse7 H e speaks
with a warning the words of our text,
"Little children let no man deceive you;
he that doeth righteousness is righteous
even as he is righteous."
H e r e we
come to the point of discriminating
between that which God did for us by
His grace in Christ Jesus and the Holy
Spirit in having reconciled us unto
Himself by
having accepted Christ as
J
.
°
~
. ,
our righteousness, and the righteous
7", .
°
.
acts of faith and obedience as a result
of having been made right and led of
the Holy Spirit.
Righteousness, the quality or state of
being righteous.
F r e e from; wrong,
guilt, or sin. through faith in the blood
of Christ implies also the acts or conduct of one who is righteous.
Holiness, purity, uprightness,
rectitude,

It is understood of course that this "comprehending holy principles and affections of heart, and conformity of
great change of a new creature is
ife to the Divine L a w . "
" O u r own
wrought by a work of grace in the heart
1, +1
J
••
em.
righteousness is filthy rags" (Isa. 6 4 :
v
6 )s .
by
=>
*
will the
a n d consent
faith ofand
the cooperation
individual. of H the
ow
it is wrought is a mystery but all those
thus changed realize it unmistakably,
They all know it, from the least to the
greatest.
And right at this point the
Apostle begins to remind the little children of their peculiar special love for
God and their joy and delight in H i s
service in the keeping of His commandments, and their great love for each
other, and that by dwelling in love they
were dwelling in God, and, as such,
they w e r e really born of 'God, and had
passed out of death into life.
H e further reminds t h e m : "If ye know that
he
is
righteous
ye
know
that
every one that doeth righteousness is
born of him." This is a very simple

But now, next in order to salvation
and regeneration is to be kept right and
groiu in grace, etc.
And so we read,
"Let that therefore abide in you which
ye have heard from the beginning.
If
that which ye have heard from the begining shall remain in you ye also shall
continue in the Son and in the F a t h e r . "
W e note, they h a d heard, and received
something from the beginning.
What
beginning?
Evidently when they were
converted, born again, in connection
with which they received the unction
from the Holy one and the anointing
refered to in verse 20, 27.
In connection with this let us refer to John 15:
3 - 8 : " N o w ye are clean through t h e
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word which I have spoken unto you"
(Evidently by faith accepting and acting upon it they were cleansed, regenerated and begotten in Christ as indicated in verse 4). "Abide in me, and
I in you.
As the branch cannot bear
frdit of itself 'except it abide in the vine,
no more can ye except ye abide in me"
"I am the vine, ye are the brandies: He
that abideth in me and I in k m the
same bringeth forth much fruit, for
8
,
without me ye can do nothing.
If a
^
&
}
man abide not in me he is cast forth as
.
a branch and is withered and men
,
, .
gather them and cast them into the fire
fe
... .
and they are burned. If ye abide m me
3

3

and my words abide m you ye shall ask
'
.
,,
,
what ye will and it shall be done unto
'
._ ,
you.
Herein is my Father glorified
that ye bear much fruit so shall ye be
my disctples."
"To abide in Christ is on the one
hand to have no known sin unjudged
and unconfessed: no interest into which
He is not brought.
No life which He
cannot share.
On the other hand
the abiding one takes all burdens
to Him, and
draws
all wisdom,
life and strength from Him.
It
is not unceasing conciousness of these
things and of Him, but that nothing is
allowed in the life which separates from
Him" (Scofield reference Bible). Hence
then, if we are not getting along good
in our Christian life and experience, or
are not what we ought to be, we either
failed to be started out right, or somehow failed to abide in Christ.
It is
no fault on God's part.
How important then to seek first the kingdom of
God (by complying with the conditions
of the new birth) and His righteousness, that all other necessary things may
be added in order thereto. And as we
righteousness,
read in
dom
of Rom.
God is14:
and
not17,meat
peace,
18: and
"For
anddrink,
thejoy,
kingbut
in

the Holy Spirit.
For he that in these
things serves Christ is acceptable to
God, and approved of men."
Peace
and joy in the Holy Spirit are conditioned upon righteousness as a foundation.
"Who shall lay anything to the
charge of God's elect?"
"If God be
for us who can be against us?"
^
^
^
no ^
^
^ ^
^
b
rf
, ..
-,
r
n e s g m e v e r v s e n s e a s a foundation. The
, c
'., ,
,
good Samaritan s goodness was mam. . . . . . .
. ,
__
.
,,
r
tested HI that he had compassion on the
, ,
. , ,,, , ,
u r n
wounded and half dead man who fell
„
., •
,.
,
,
T
among thieves traveling from Jerusalem
. T . .
,
...
..
to Jericho, by picking him up, pouring
.,*.,.
,
.
. ...
oil in bis wounds and setting him upon
.•
,
.
. . ,.
,.
his own beast and taking him to an inn,
;nstruction and means to
and ^ . ^
„
c a r e f o r h i m t i n h e gQt ^
W e a,SQ r e a d a g a i n . , < M y B t t f c c h n _
dren, let us not love in word, neither in
tongue, but in deed and in truth (I
John 3 : 18).
In Matt. 25, we read
again: "Come ye blessed of my Father,
inherit the kingdom prepared for you
from the foundation of the world. For
I was an hungered and ye gave me
meat.
I was thirsty and ye gave me
drink.
I was a stranger and ye took
me in.
Naked and ye clothed me. I
was sick and ye visited me.
I was
in prison and ye came unto me." These
were undoubtedly blessed of the Father
not so much for their good acts as for
their faith in the blood of Christ as a
foundation for their salvation and good
acts.
Hence, then, we conclude that
Christianity is not a life of empty profession and mere formalism and fanciful dogmatical contentions and speculaition and conjectures about unfulfilled prophecies, etc., but a simple practica'l devotional life of faith and obedgeneral
ience
tion offorGod,
good
the good
our
of others
Father.
of ourselves
to the
"They
glorificaand that
the

io
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be wise shall shine as the brightness of from the simplicity which is in Christ,
the firmianent, and they that turn many and, as it were, to deny the all sufficito righteousness as the stars for ever ency of simple faith and obedience conand ever."
stituting us children of God, and with
a c l a i m of
May God help us all into that state of
superior revelations, light
His blessedness, and keep us in which a n d sanctity, endeavoring to eclipse all
we may always realize His nearness else > a s ! t w e r e > w l t h P e «ihar demonand His approval of our lives as faith- Orations, and a philosophy of shrouded
ful ambassadors for Christ, beseeching mysticism.
There are two kinds of
and praying for the world, in Christ's fire mentioned m Liviticus in connection
stead, to become reconciled to God. w l t h ' t h e ^ P 1 ^ 1 sacrifices and ceremon"Taking heed unto ourselves and unto les> t h e o n e u n d e r G o d ' s d i c t i o n to
the doctrine (teaching), continuing in t h e c a r e o f t h e h l ? h P n e s t on;1>'' t h e
them, for in doing this we shall save o t h e r c a l l e d s t r a n S e fire k m d l e d b ^
th
both ourselves and them that hear us." N a d a b a n d A b l h u ' a n d f o r w h l c h
^
were put to death (Lev. 10: 1). De^ Gdd s chief counsel to Israel was: v o t i o n s m a y , be b i n d l e d f r o m t w o d i f f e r .
"Trust in the Lord and do good, so e n t s o u r c e s .
Jannes and Jambres who
shalt thou dwell in the land, and verily w i t h s tood Moses had, as it were, mythou shalt be fed."
In consequence §tev[om p o w e r to simulate some of
they were always blessed so long as t h o s e s a m e m i i r a c l e S ) to the extent it
they were obedient.
The same prin- w o u l d b e perplexing to, at least, some.
ciple applies to the gospel Church but I t w o u l d indicate that they had equal
in a broader sense by reason of the a- o r s i m j l a r p o w e r , and thus bring sustonement sacrifice of Christ, as a pro- p i c i o n m t h e c l a i m o f Moses and Aaron
pitiation for the sin of the whole world, concerning the great I AM that had
of mankind, and through this the broad- s e n , t t h e m .
B u t t h e i r f o i l y w a s q u i c kly
ness of the gospel commission, in that roanifested when it came to the plague
"God now commands all men every- o f b o i l s > etc> i n t h a t t h e y themselves
where to repent."
The trusting in the w e r e a l s o afflicted.
See Exo, Q: I I .
Lord, and doing good, ones, of the faith Also in II Thes. 2 : 9 , 10 and Rev. 13:
and works principles of the gospel dis- I 3 > I4> w e n o t t s o m e o f t h e cunning
pensation are unhesitatingly active, sub- w o r k j n g of Satan through some of his
missive, and passive under the influence v a r ; . o u s representatives, "with all power
of the Holy Spirit and God's word a- and signs a n d iying wonders.
And with
long these lines.
Hence the admon- all deceiveableness of unrighteousness,"
ition: "But to do good and to communi- etc>> e v e n m 'aketh fire to come down
cate forget not for with such sacrifices f r o m h e a v e n o n t h e e a r t h rm t h e sig-ht
God is well pleased."
' A s we have o f m e n a n d deceiveth them that dwell
therefore opportunity let us do good o n ; t h e e a r t h b y t n e m e a n s of these mirunto all men, etc., "For we are his 1
,•. , , .
, A • ,,
,
.
* .
.
acles which he had power to do in the
workmanship, created in Christ Jesus .
,,„<-,-, „„ A
u
u-ur^jinisight of the beast, etc.
unto good works, which God hath be- "
'
foire ordained that we should zvalk in
It is therefore not unreasonable to
them."
See Heb. 13: 15, 16; Gal. 6: suppose that the many to whom Jesus
' 9 , 10; Eph. 2 : 10.
May God help us refered, concerning His return as claims
then to be on the alert, and beware of ing to have done many wonderful
• such as would attempt to destroy us works, etc., were deceiving and being de-
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ceived in having mistaken a wrong power
for the power of the Holy Spirit. Their
works seemed to themselves and many
others great in appearance and results,
but in the sight of God it was really
iniquitous. "Depart from me ye workers of iniquity, I never knew you,"
(never recognized your work) was
Jesus' answer to them.
So will be the
end of all who profess to be laborers
of God in His vineyard but refuse to
seek and accept God's will in their
undertakings, following out their own
notions and fancies, thus casting God's
word behind them, walking in their own
light.
But the true "Light is sown for
the righteous, and gladness for the upright in heart."
It is sown progressively always according to the time in
which we live and according to the degree of our practial need.
"The path
of the just is as a shining light which
shineth more and more unto the perfect
day."
Jesus is the way the truth and
the life, and H e also says: "He that
followeth me shall not walk in darkness
but shall have the light of life."
So
then, by accepting Jesus, and by living
in Him and walking in Him, we are
righteous even as He is righteous, and
have a living hope.

PASSING SOUIvS.
For the passing souls we pray,
Savior meet them on their way;
Let their trust lay hold on Thee,
E'er they touch Eternity.
Holy counsels long forgot,
Breathe again 'mid shell and shot;
Through the mists of life's last pain,
None shall look to Thee in vain.
To the hearts that know Thee Lord,
Thou wilt speak through flood or sword;
Just beyond the cannon's roar,
Thou art on that further shore.
For the passing souls we pray,
Savior meet them on their way:
Thou wilt hear our yearning call,
Who hast loved and died for all.
—Sel. by Sarah Grade.

TBOUGHTFULNESS IN

11

PRAYER.

BY GEORGE GRIN.

Prayer requires a definite desire.
Bending the knee at certain times, and
reciting excellent petitions, is not prayer.
Prayer is the communion of the
Spirit that is in man, the Spirit that is
first also in God.
There will be requests and answers; but requests must
be made carefully and reverently and
the answers received in humility and
thankfulness.
We pray in the midst
of our work; but even then we must
think before we ask.
We cry out for
help in an emergency, but then we
know well what our want is.
Whenwe think to set desires in order to prepare our mind for an interview with
God for our needs and requests; we
should not be less clear in our mind in
regard to our petitions; not less careful
to ask truly and reverently in reality
our want in harmony with the word
and will of God.
But sincerity is our
constant requisite.
It may not be so
much speaking, but true speaking,
which is a confession of the heart and
rises with acceptance before the throne
of God.
Here is the secret and confidence in this reality.
Our best powers can find no worthier employment
than when they are engaged with the
affairs and well being of the soul of
mankind. We do not put off the shoes
from our feet, but we should put away
not irreverence merely; but formality
and thoughtless manners without care
and without good.
We have time
enough for carefulness and sincerity
when it is for the well being of the soul.
They that worship God must worship
Him in Spirit and in truth. This brings
with it stillness and carefulness.
The
heart loosed from all the mortal thingsof this life will find rest when oneseeks it and finds it.
In the conscious.

m
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presence of God we come upon His
quietness.
T h e time an which we find
God and abide 'with H i m is the quiet
hour.
Louisville, Ohio.

knowe'th its own bitterness, and a
stranger intermedleth not with its joy."
" W h o knoweth the things of a man
save the spirit of man t h a t is in m a n ? "
None but himself and God.

•»*»
HERE iAND THERE.

Testimony h a s its uses and its abuses,
more of the latter than perhaps we
would be willing to a d m i t : some statements of individual ambitions are so
carefullv modified and vague that we
s
w o n d e r what was meant
^ ^ V ' w M t
others are so
generous m their propertions as to stagger our credulity. M a n y
Sfe
,
years ago a certain brother who had
J
• s
moved to a new section of Ontario, at'
tended our lovefeast a couple of years
.
'
/
later; a l t e r magnifying the spiritual
. . • • » » » ,
advantages we enjoyed in M a r k h a m , he
R
.
' .
' .
said soeakmg german, 'Think of it
'
.
,
x ,.
b r e t h r e n ; the people where I live are
, ,
7
.
all drunkards but, just ME.
I t seem.'
ed to me a sweeping statement, and as
,
*
.
my mind flashed over his probable sur'
;
.
rounding 1 felt ne surely omitted a
^
. . .
goodly number of girls and boys, wives
J
"
p
. and mothers including also his own wife
^
(a worthy sister) and other members
.v
/
'
ln
that place,
*
Well, for myself, I have been in
school over thirty-eight years, and I
feel more like a novice than I did the
first few years.
Not that I really am
such, but I feel so.
Those years have
taught m a n y lessons that could only be
learned in the "University of E x p e r ience" and "Dept. of Dicipline."
The
Principal has been all and more than I
could wish as a teacher; yet, I have
been dull and "slow of heart to believe
all that the prophets h a v e spoken." I
have
this
better
unlearn
mony
ing
process
backward
where
also
together,
knowledge.
some
involved
found
they
over
things
wethat
cannot
the
that
are
Ifto
there
years,
the
we
make
requires
dwell
losers.
is
refuse
Iaroom
see
negative
in Lookus
to
many
harfor
do
to

ELLIOT
p
•
, _ .•
•
_
T
It is a long time since I wrote anything of a personal character in the
VISITOR.
I always feel a shrinking
c
•
.,•
1 .
u
from saving anything about myself, or
„__:_
.
„.„
opening up my experience to others.
_ . 1,
.. •
. _, e,
•_•
Right or wrong, it is a trait often cnti• 4 • _>„ i- _
1 ,, , .1
axr
cised m English people that they Keep
,,
1
,
__
j
,, ,__.
1
themselves to themselves
too much.
<__•„
._ . .
•
,1
,
Still, m the trying experiences through
_•__ T _
1 . 1 1 - j i
jc
which 1 have been obliged to pass dur__ . . ._• .
.
T ,
ing the last thirty years, 'when 1 have
1,
r r , '
- j
j ,
. _
sought iraief to my burdened heart by
V
•
.c
expressing my feelings in meeting or
,_
,
, ..
TT.„ „^^ T ,
ln the columns of the VISITOR 1 have
.
j
, , ,,
_
.. .
always done it reluctantly and regretted
., _.
,
«M.
•
_ .
it afterward.
I here is so much in our,
_ .
•
j. .
selves and in our immediate circum_
,•
._ . .
stances and surroundings that is so pe1:
•! ir tu ±. -M. 1
1, Jculiar in itself that it makes what we
say liable to be misconstrued and misunderstood. So instead of the comfort
and encouragement we expect to gain
from unburdening our souls we are oft
to be treated on the same line as Job
was by his three friends.
W h e n they
Applied "Tinct Cantharides" ((fly Wister) instead of "Hamemelis Virginica"
(Witch Hazel) their honest intentions
only intensified his pain and sorrow,
To understand effects requires a knowledge of their causes and this was hid
•aunwise
to
effects
from
travelers
sometimes
truer
the their
sorrows
the
to word
we
relate.
causes
difficult,
eyes.
areand
than
hearing
of Solomon
trials
So
and
which
this,
when
nearly
of
a it
"relation
T
our
never
ave
would
h e always
fellow
heart
listen
said
be
of
Tt.

j
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crude, ill digested theories and teachings that while honestly given would not
stand careful investigation and calm
analysis.
Traditions 'however venerable if erroneous, should like cobwebs,
be swept away and how it hurts to do
it, is best known to conservative minds,
On the other hand the passing years
have also taught the need of conservation of the good things "That remain,
and are ready to die," of "standing in
the ways, and inquire for the old paths,
and walk therein and find rest to our
•souls."
A
1 ,
,1As we look over assemblies at present and compare them with those of
even a quarter of a century ago, what
a change we see, especially with the
younger brethren, and some not young,
I distinctly remember the shock" it gave
me to see one of our ministers with his
Tread 'shingled." The exception is rapidly becoming the rule in fact, is already
in the laity.
If in the past (which
I admit) 'brethren went to one extreme
it is certain we are fast reaching the
other, and some of our hearcs ache to
think of the future when our heads
rest beneath the daisies.
[ have noticed that in the popular churches some
of their ministers, eminen: for learning and piety would never think of
Avearing their hair cropped off short
like many of our plain (?) people and
in dress are also models of plain, yet
refined, modesty.
The old brethren were not infallible
neither were their customs and dress so
stereotyped in perfection as to preclude
reasonable modification and improvement, yet, there ever exists the danger
that the modifying process may become
so radical that 'Nonconformity to the
world's vain customs may vanish from
the church forever. I 'have never made
a hobby of the "Dress question," though
I have always preached plainness and

13

deliverance from worldly conformity on
all lines that we may "serve God without distraction."
In Canada we are known as "Tunkers" by the Government and by "The
man on the street" as "Dunkards." I
can truly say that I have never received
a more grateful compliment than the
inquiry on trolley or train "Aint you a
Dunkard preacher?"
God knows I
have nothing to boast about, but I do
feel I want to dress quietly and modestly, and to conduct myself before the
world in a manner becoming "A child
°f a King."
I dont know if, like Paul, I dare call
myself a "Prisoner of the Lord," but
I am a prisoner all the same.
For
the last 23 years I have served terms
every winter varying from two months
to five, with one exception.
I am
usually let out in May some time on
"suspended sentence," and am (usually)
arrested in early winter by officious parties named "J Frost" and L, A, Grippe."
The cruel severity of the latter is beyond description; he knows no mercy,
and returns again abruptly for a second
infliction, the effects of which last long
after the term of imprisonment is ended.
Fortunately the first named party
takes six months vacation every year
leaving the prison door ajar.
I am
happy to say the prison is not a gloomy
one, but a bright sunshiny place, food
is good and plentiful, and attendants
thoughtful and kind, in fact, all efforts
are
P u t f o r t h t o n i i a k e conditions as
easant
pl
as possible,
Well, enough of this playful allegory,
the reality is anything but 'Poetical'
I often in preaching liken salvation to
"La Grippe."
If you really have it
you know it.
Of course here the comparison ends.
When I hear people
say "I have the Grippe," and go here
and there as usual without let or hind-
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•ranee, I am incredulous, if it was a real
case; they just simply "couldn't."
So
when people profess to be saved and
still follow their usual routine of habits,
amusements, etc., I say again if it were
a real case they couldn't.

much success.
Ma rich am was his
former home and spiritual birthplace,
and I feel glad to see, or rather to hear,
of his faithful labors,
These are evil times that are upon
us with this awful war going on, "Men's

I often feel sad and weary at heart
that I have been robbed of the years of
my life and compelled to see the talents
and ability God gave me to use in His
service rusting away in disuse, when
it is so much needed, and would so
gladly be given. I have wished a thousand times over that I had nearly thirty
years ago, when the Holy Spirit called
m e out to evangelistic work, "obeyed
God rather 'than man," and cut loose
from the bondage that has ruined my
health and made my life a useless failure and a weary hopeless struggle.
'
'
"fe
"What of your present experience?"
you say. Well, outside of the depressing influences that inevitably attend
physical weakness, and the advantage
Satan takes of it, I am happy, temporally.
I have much to praise God for;
I "have neither poverty nor riches." I
realize the abiding presence of the Holy
Spirit, cheering, guiding, admonishing,
and inspiring fresh courage and renewed earnestness in the darkest hours,
During last summer and fall I was privileged to preach nearly every Sunday.
Wife and I made an extended
trip last summer including a Sunday
at Houghton Mission.
In the fall we
attended Springvale love feast, and altogther it was a blessed "breathing
spell" before the cold long winter of inactivity.
Up to the middle of December I kept "on deck," when a contagious cold in making its rounds caught me
and in Christmas week confined me to
bed, so weakening me down, that at our
distance from church, I dont expect to
get there till spring.
Bro. Lyons from
Michigan is holding meetings here with

Ma
-"
y
g
E P e and your
Republic may retain their friendship
mtact
This
rambling epistle is far too long,
so for the
present, tired but patient
rea
der, Adieu.
Richmond Hill, Ont.
•»•»
"BE YE ALSO READY."
___^___
1 .. *
BY LANDON w. STECKXEY.
,»-.
,
.
,
,
,
Therefore be ye also ready, for in
such an hour as ye think not, the Sort
of man cometh" (Matt. 24: 44).
These were Christ's own words,
spoken just after He had foretold the
signs of His coming to Judgment.
Ass we look around us and see the
condition of affairs in the world to-day,
we are aware of the fact, that our Lord
will soon appear in the clouds, to catch
away, His waiting Bride (the Church)
or the Ready ones, to meet Him in the
air.
Dear reader, be ye also Ready.
If ever there was a time we need to be
ready it is now, as no one knows the
day nor the hour, when the Son of man
shall come.
This little space of time which we
call our life time is our time to get
Ready to meet our God. Eternity will
be too late. Thank God, we can know
when we are ready.
If we have confessed all our sins and fully surrendered our all to God, and believed
(Now) on Him, with all our heart, we
are ready for His Coming.
Dear
reader, have you made a full surrender?
Are you ready?

hearts

failin

God

rarrt t h a t

«

them

our

for

fear

m
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In the parable of the virgins, the midnight cry came, "Go ye out to meet him,
then all those virgins arose and trimmed
their lamps. And the foolish said unt o the wise, give us of your oil; for
•our lamps are gone out.
But the wise
said, Not so; lest there be not enough
for us and you, but go ye rather to them
.that sell and buy for yourselves.
And
when they went to buy the bridegroom
came; and they that were ready went
in with him to the marriage, and the
door was shut" (Matt. 25: 6-10).
Dear reader, how is your lamp?
Is
your vessel filled with oil, or is the oil
•all used and your light gone out?
If
so, renew your covenant with God and
be ready.
How sad it 'would be when
the Bridegroom comes, and the door
be shut with some of us on the outside.
Are we ready?
Ami I ready?
This
is an individual question, for each one
to decide for him or herself.
I am glad to-night that I have surrendered my all to God and am thankful to know that we can be kept by the
power of God.
How?
Ready.
Readiness to meet God takes away
all fear of the judgment to come, and
gives us a glorious 'hope of some day
seeing the Christ, who shed His blood,
that we might be Redeemed from sin
and made new creatures in Christ Jesus,
and heirs to the kingdom above.
The signs of the times are being
rapidly fulfilled, 'therefore it is important, that we are ready.
Soon Jesus
will appear, but if we are ready it will
be a time of Joy.
On the other hand
ihow sad it will be for them who are
forever shut outside the gates of heaven.
Dear unsaved reader, decide
Now, and get ready to meet your God.
Be ye also ready.
Bethesda, Ont.
Follow me, said Jesus.

IS

LET NOT YOUR HEART BE
TROUBLED.
BY LENA CARMICHAEL.

Let not your heart be troubled: Jesus said
To all who by His Spirit should be led;
Then He told us that we should believe on
Him,
And a Mansion in our Father's house we'd
win.
Let not your heart be troubled: He has gone
To prepare a Happy Home for every one
Who have Him as their King enthroned
within,
Who are watching for His coming—,cleansed
from sin.
Let not your heart be troubled: He will come
To catch up the redeemed ones, leaving none;
That where our Miaster is we too might be,
And with the blood-washed throng His glory
see
Let not your heart be troubled: He's "the
Way,"
The only Way to Heaven's courts today;
But so many people fail this Way to know,
They rather choose some sinful way to go.
Let not your heart be troubled: He's "the
Truth,"
That daily taught us right from early youth;
He never leads in paths of sin and vice,
But always in the ways of righteousness.
Let not your heart be troubled: He's "the
Life;"
That Life that reigns within opposed to strife,
That Life that brings us joy and peace of
mind:
How grand that we this lasting Life can find.
Kindersley, Sask.

AN EVENING PRAYER.
At eventide I count my blessings o'er,
And lift iir" heart in gratitude to Thee,
For all Thy gifts and for Thy presence near,
Now thru the darkness Lord watch over me.
And when to me life's eventide shall come,
And earthly things are fading from my sight;
Be Thou my guide across the unknown deep,
And pilot me to everlasting light.
—Sel. bv Sarah Grade.
WHAT IS FORGIVNBSS?
A little blind boy replied when asked what
forgivness is, "It is the odor that flowers
breathe when trampled upon.—Sel.
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PHILADIBLiPiHIA M I S S I O N .
" W e then, as workers together with Hini
beseech you also, that ye receive Out the grace
of God in vain."
Surely we thank the dear ones, who have
remembered the poor so kindly.
There a r e
many poor and needy all around us, many
in need of temporal things, and many, many
more destitute of spiritual needs.
"Surely
the harvest is great, and the laborers re few."
"Pray the Lord of the harvest to send forth
laborers, into the vineyard."
Thanking you again for the interest shown,
and trust it may continue.

H
P. Steigerwald, Grace Steigerwald,
Walter O. & Albbie B. Winger, Mary Heisey,
Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, South Africa.
Lewis Steckley, Elizabeth Engle, Sallie
Doner, Macha Mission, Choma, N. W. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
H. J. and Emma Frey, Hannah Baker,
FINANCIAL.
Cora Alvis, A. C. Winger, Sadie Book,
Report from Dec. 22 to Feb. 10, 1915.
Mtshabezi Mission, Gwanda, Rhodesia, S.
Receipts.
Africa.
Dorcas Society, Cleona, Pa., $10.00; Bro.
Isaac O. and A. Alice Lehman, box 5263,
Fred Keisel, Fentom, 111., $5.00; Collection
Johannesburg, S. Africa
at Mission, $20.75; Mission S. S., $20.10;
Total, $55.85.
India.
Expenses.

'

Coal for poor, $2.70; clothing, provisions,
Eld. and Sr. H. L. Smith and Effie Rohrer,
and Mission expenses, $13.13; lighting, $7.85;
Dauram Madhipura, North Bhagalpur, B. &
coal, $10.65; material for sewing, $2.20; shoes
N. W. Ry„ India.
for poor, $ i o . 8 0 ; total, $47-33.
Balance on hand, $8.52.
Following not under Foreign Mission
Board.
O T H E R DONATIONS.

D. W. Zook and wife, Adra, B. N. R., India.
1 box clothing. Sewing Circle, Jtft. Joy,
Elmina Hoffman, Kedgaon, Poona, District, clothing and provisions from Rapho District,
Ramabai Home, India.
by A. S. Wolgemuth.
'Mrs. Fannie Fuller, Gowalia, 'Hank Road,
Yours in Christian love,
Bombay, India.
The Workers.
Note by editor:
We wish to remind our
Central
America.
J. G. Cassel and wife San Marcos Guate- friends again that all gifts and donations for
Philadelphia should be addressed to B. B.
mala, Central America.
Eichelberger, 3418 >N. 2nd St., as per notice
Furlough—Myron
and Adda Taylor, Jesse
by the Executive Board in Jan. 25, VISITOR.
R. and Malinda Eyster and Frances
Davidson.
OUR CITY MISSIONS.

DAYTON MISSION.

Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge
W e greet you with the words that are o f
of Geo. E. and Effie Whisler.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., in such encouragement to us this morning
"This book of the law shall
charge of Sr. Sarah Bert, Bro. B. L. Bru- Josh. 7: 8, 9.
not depart out of thy m o u t h ; but thou shalt
baker and Sr. Nancy Shirk
Des Moines Mission. 1171 14th, St. in meditate therein day and night, that thou
mayest observe to do according to ail that
charge of Eld. J. R. and Anna Zook.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., in is written there in : for then thou shalt make
charge of E. N. and Adella Engle, R. 3 box 1. thy way prosperous, and then thou shalt
H a v e not 1 commanded
San Francisco Mission, 52 Cumberland St., have good success
Be strong and of a good courage;
in charge of Sr. Lizzie Winger and workers. thee?
Dayton Mission. 601 Taylor St.. in charge be not afraid; for the Lord thy God is with
thee whithersoever thou g o e s t "
of W. H. and Susie Bover.

-
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W h a t words of promise could have been
more encouraging to Joshua at that important time as be realized the great responsibility of the work of the Lord coming in
upon him.
Let us remember that this dear
man of God was not going into this great
undertaking ignorantly, for he had journeyed
with the unfaithful and murmuring children
of Israel those forty years thru the wilderness.
H e had witnessed day after day
what it had "meant to Moses, and having
been one of the twelve spies that had gone
to the land of Canaan, he knew the wicked
nations that they would have to face.
In
the mid'st of all those trying realities Joshua ventured courageously at the command
of the Lord, because he believed his God.
A n d by faith the greac undertaking was accomplished thru Joshua as a .'faithful instrument 'n God's hands.
Just so with
us poor mortals in this cur day, if we do
really believe our God, venture out at His
command by real faith we can expect just
as definite results and fulfillment of God's
promises as in age:; past.
For the Holy
Ghost is here in the world to reprove the
world .of sin, and of righteousness, and of
judgment;
and H e does reveal thru t h ;
Holy Word Jesus the Savior of the lost,
and will also work out the whole will of
God in each heart and life, that will yield
up their all, and receive Him in their souls
as an abiding Comforter.

chosing the plain way but we d o thank t h e
Lord for the few who are going with us.
Our spiritual and temporal needs h a v e
again been so greatly supplied.
It truly
does bring a sense of unworthiness as w e
see our dear brethren and sisters and k i n d
friends coming with their filled baskets, and.
others with their offerings t h r u the mail.
W e thank you ail, for what you have d o n e
for us.
FINANCIAL.

Report for January 1915.
Balance on hand, $101.19.
Receipts.
Christian Herr, North Hampton, O., $J.QOj
In H i s Name, Dayton, O., $4.40; Anna KT«p>inger, Clayton, O., $5.00; Ashby Pendletoiv
Unbana, 0., $1.00; E m m a Cassel, D a y t o n ,
O., $2.00; Elizabeth Hodge, Dayton, O., $ .59?
J. W . Book, Ramona, Kans., $2.50; F r a n k
Brechbill, Avilla, Ind., $2.00; Lida Moist,
iWest Milton, O., $1.00; Elizabeth Dohner,
West Milton, 0., $ .50; Jacob Schatz, Springfield, O., $2.00; A. J. Miller, Dayton, C ,
$ .50; hvmn book, $ .37; Mission offerings,.
$8.78; Total, $136.83.
Expended.
Table account, $7.56; plaster and paper
repairs, $2.00; linoleum for the Mission,
$18.55; gas fixtures, $2.60; gas and stove
rent, $3.02; half doz. dishes, $ .60; muslin
goods, $ .89; incidentals, $ .95; Total, $36.17.
Balance on hand, Feb. I, 1915, $100.66.
Poo* F u s » .
Balance on hand, $1.05.
Paid out for poor, $ .95.
Balance on hand, Feb. 1, 1915. $ 10.
Provisions consisting of canned cherries,
cheese, butter, eggs, crackers, oysters, sweet
milk, cookies, table spreadings, chickens, a
special supply of table provisions Iby t h e
brethren and sisters at the time of the special
meetings, Isaac Engle, F r a n k Etter, Orva
H e r r , Ed. Engle, Iva Herr, Daisy Miller,
Libbie Reikard, Mrs. Jinkens, Mary Myers,
Mrs. Raiber, W a r r e n
Dohner,
Ephrairrs
Breneman, Jesse Wise, Elizabeth Dohner,
Lida Moist, Orva Ulery a snow shovel.
We remain your brother and sister in
Christ, seeking with you the lost of earth,
W. H. and Susie Boyer.
601 Taylor Si., Da}. '0 1. 0.

It gives us pleasure to report that at present we are having a series of meetings.
This is our first effort since here in the
work.
Eld. O. B. Ulery of Springfield, O.,
is here laboring with us. and 'has been greatly used of God in delivering the p r e c o u s
truths for the past two weeks.
The result has been that- conviction has fallen upon
souls.
Some were made willing to bow
at tl.-e alw.' of player, for the pardoning of
their sins, others received a deeper work
of grace in their hearts, others were 11. vie
willing to take the plain and narrow Wc'v
We thank the Lord for the definite results He is accomplishing for fouls as they
pay the price and are really gonig thru with
Him.
There are others who are troubled J A B B O K F A I T H M I S S I O N A R Y T R A I N ING HOME i N l ' ORPHANAGE.
about their sins, and it is our prayer they
too may come and be saved.
We much appreciate the help, assistance
On Sunday, Jan. 24, two dear souls chose
to be received into church fellowship with and donations received during t h ; year,.
While we.US.
It is not the large numbers who are which has lightenel our labors.

(8
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were very busy and short of help, we f.el
the Lord undertook and supplied our needs
in the way of ready-made clothing, etc., being sent in, and those of the neighborhood
coming in and helping with the sewing and
mending, thus enabling us to get along quite
well.
Our family of 27 children are all well,
and all going to school with the exception
of four little ones.
F o u r girls are at the
School for Blind owing to their weak eyesight.
T h e H o m e School is progressing
nicely with Sr. Sadie Alvis as teacher.
We feel we have great reason to praise
the Lord for His blessings bestowed upon
us during the past year and are trusting Him
to. gaide us in the future.
, ?We ask an interest in the prayers of the
•saints, for the welfare of the work, and for
the souls of these children, that those that
are serving the Lord may stand true and continue to follow in His ways, as it seems here,
as well as else-w'here, the enemy of our souls
lis doing fiis utmost to tear down, and lead
.astray.
FINANCIAL.

IR^port for Sept. Oct. Nov. and Dec. 1914.
V<
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Tribune, Thomas, Okla., Christmas gift of
$2.00, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Combs, Thomas,
Okla., 13 yds. gingham, Mr. R. C. Vance,
Thomas, Okla., 2 bu. apples, Mr. and Mrs.
W. S. Deerinig, Thomas, Okla., 18 pairs of
hosiery, Sr. Lizzie Landis, Thomas, Okla., a
nice bed comforter as a Christmas gift.
T h e following from Zion District, Abilene,
Kans., was over-looked and unreported from
Apr. 1914, Shoes, over-shoes, ladies coats,
overcoat, aprons, skirts, girls dresses, boys
waists, night gowns, sheets, pillow cases, I
quilt, 25 yds. gingham, 13 yds. calico.
Yours in His service, looking for His
Coming,
E. N. and Adella Engle.
Thomas, Okla., Jan. 22, 191.5.

DES MOINES

*a

MISSION.

W e wish many thanks to those who so
kindly remembered the Lord's work at this
place. T h e Mission meetings are in session
every night, and are well attf-n^ed with good
interest, seekers frequently a> the altar.
T o have services every night is very tiresome, and wearing on the workers, who are
all giving their time gratis.
Our mission is
down in the business section of the city, about
one and three fourths of a mile from our
church.
A successful city mission, open
every night must be down in the city where
there is constant travel, where new attendants
are reached about every service.
W e apparently have a good location and
are doing what we can to reach the people.
and lead them to our blessed Savior. B<ro.
Enos Davis is a strong worker; and the
Landis brothers are giving faithful service
when they possibly can, however tneir business has so greatly increased that they are
kept very busy.
We certainly need your
prayers and co-operation.

RtceifU.
Fairview S. S., Sedgwick, Kans., $6.00;
Belle Springs S. S., Donegal, Kans., $2.47;
Des Moines S. S., l a , $7.67; Pleasant Hill
S. S., Hamlin, Kans., $5.25; J. M. and Becky
Landis, Thomas, Okla., for help, $5.00; James
Eyster, Thomas, Okla., $7.00; J. E. Landis,
Thomas, Okla., for help etc., $50.00; Dorcas
S. S. Cleona, Pa., $5.00; W. R. Laws, Thomas,
Okla., $2.00; Isaiah Book, Thomas, Okla.,
in labor, $6.00; J. M. Eshelman and Harvey
Co. church, Sedwick, Kans., $8.00; B. F.
Stutzman, Thomas, Okla., $10.00; Thomas
D r u g Co., Thomas, Okla., $10.00;
C. D.
H a y n e Surprise Store, Thomas, Okla., $10.00;
Thomas Plumbing Co., Thomas, Okla., $5-00;
Vance & Clinton, Thomas, Okla.,
$5.00;
Thomas Produce Co., Thomas, Okla., $10.00;
Moser Investment Co., Thomas, Okla., $1000;
FINANCIAL.
First National Bank, Thomas, Okla., $25.00;
Report for the month of January 1915.
Shaw Seed Co., Thomas, Okla., $3.00; Hockaday H a r d w a r e Co., Thomas, Okla., $10.00;
Receipts.
Culcahy & Coffman H a r d w a r e Co., Thomas,
Bethel S. S. Kans., $20.00;
Springvale,
Okla., $10.00.
Ont., $5.56; A sister, Des Moines, la., $3.50;
Abilene Sewing Circle, Abilene, Kans., I. H. N., Stayner, Ont., $1.25; Total, $31.31.
aprons bloomers, underskirts, night gowns
Expenses.
and boys waists; Dryer Fruit Farm, Abilene,
Coal, $15.00; gas, $2.50; electricity, $1-75;
Kans., 5 bu. of winter apples; Melissa Stoner,
table supplies, etc., $24.50; incidentals, $5-25;
Abilene, Kans., a bed comforter.
Total, $48.00.
Brethren and sisters of Upland, Gal., 83
Balance due Mission, Feb. 1, 1915, $16.69.
lbs of nice dried peaches, Sr. Haugh, Upland,
You<-= in the field,
Cal., 20 lbs. seedless raisins, Geo. Moser,
J. R. and Anna Zook.
Thomas. Okla., Christmas gift of $1.50, T h e
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FINANCIAL.

Report for Nov. Dec. 1914, and Jan. 1915.
Receipts for
November.
Pleasant Hill S. S., Kans., $6.70; H . L.
T r u m p , 111., $15-00; Ralph Voss, 111., S. S.,
Royer, 111., $5.00; County allowance, $30.00;
Sundries, Earnings, etc., $48.05.
Expenditures.
Groceries, $30.75; dry goods, $8.30; fuel,
$8.10; sundries, repairing etc., $52.70.
Receipts for
December.
Mrs. Miller, 111, $1.00; Mrs. Porter, III,
$1.00; Mr. and Mrs. J. Ahrens, 111., $5.00;
Rosebank S. S., Kans., $5.86; Harvey Co.,
Kans., $7.00; Mrs. Springer, Cal., $5.00; Portland Ladies Aid, 111., $10.00; Sauder Bollinger,
Kans., $7.00; Fairview S. S., Ohio, $8.85;
County allowance, $30.00 sundries, earnings,
etc., $174.45; Bethel S. S., Kans. $20.65.
Expenditures.
Groceries, $27.33; dry goods and shoes,
$19.90; sundries, repairs etc., $29.36; paid n
indebtedness, $160.07.
Receipts for January.
Mrs. Julia Nelson, 111., $5.00; Mrs. Barbara Barkman, 111., $5.00; Ralph Voss, 111.,
$1.00; E. S. Ellithorp, 111., $5.00; Young
People, Chicago, 111., $20.00; Mr. Madison,
111., $1.00; Valley Chapel S. S., Ohio, $7.21;
Orville B. Ulery, Ohio, $10.00; County allowance, $30.00; earnings, sundries, etc., $72.79.
Expended.
Groceries and flour, $41.37; dry goods,
$24.04; feed, $25.00; fuel, $7.60; printing
M. C. Tidings, $22.50; repairing and sundries,
$22.25.
Deficit carried forward, $198.47.
Deficit January, $47.10.
OTHER

DONATIONS—'Mr. Voss,

Celery,

Mr.

and M r s , Martin, N. Y., 100 lbs. dried fruit,
J. Garwick, 8 lbs. fish, Mrs. Erickson, clothing, Aaron Cummings, two dressed geese, Mr.
Burley, 30 lead pencils, Portland Ladies Aid,
sewing, Mrs. Minnich, I., jellies and jams,
Mrs. Bolz, 2 coats, Abilene, Kans., Sewing
Circle, 3 comforters, clothing, Mrs. Boice,
Kans., large dressed turkey, 4 lbs. butter,
Mrs. Evans, individual boxes of candy, Mrs.
Ramsey, Christmas box, Mrs. E. A. Smith,
30 lbs. candy, 10 lbs salted peanuts, Upland,
Cal., sisters, 2 bu. dried fruit, Portland Ladies
Aid, 1 bbl. apples, Good Men of Morrison,
tablets, pencils, mittens, stockings, pair blankets, shoes and clothing, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Garwick, quarter fresh beef, Mr. Woods, 3
doz. oranges, 3 doz. bananas, Mrs. McLaughlin, box clothing, Mrs. Joe Crump, 30 qts.
canned fruit, Young Peoples Class, Chicago
Mission, Christmas box containing parcel for
each member of Home family, Mrs. Elizabeth
Franks, bedding, clothing and shoes, Inez

15

Cleorg, bedding and clothing, Mrs. Ahrens,
shoes and clothing, Mr. Bast, butcher knife,
Sister's Sewing Circle, N e w Paris, I n d , I
bbl. clothing.
N. E. M c C u l k * , Treas.
BUFFFALO

MISSION.

. Greeting: "Cast thy burden upon the L o r d ,
and he shall sustain thee: he shall never
suffer the righteous to be moved." W e a r e
realizing the fulfillment of God's promises on
our behalf continually.
T h e past month
has brought blessing and encouragement t o
our hearts.
Bro. J. W. Hoover of Toronto, Ont., came
to us Jan. 2, and remained until the lath.,
during which time meetings were held every
night excepting Saturday.
T h e attendance
during ihese meetings was encouraging a n d
apparently the seed sown was readily received.
Bro. Hoover was an active agent in the earlyhistory of this work and his experience enables him to understand and sympathize with
some of the difficulties we meet. W e sincerely wish him God's blessing and many years
of usefulness in the Christian ministry.
Any of our evangelists coming into t h e
vicinity of Buffalo have a standing invitation
to give us a little of their time-.
W e find ourselves in a very needy field
and we desire and sincerely pray that t h e
work may go on until Jesus comes.
W e thank all who have helped supply al!
our need.
Please continue to pray for us and all connected with this work.
FINANCIAL.

Report for January 1915.
Carried over, $18.30.
Receipts.
Laverna Ott, $1.00: Sr. Carmichael, $ 1 . 0 0 ;
Aud Hill, S. S., Kindersley, Sask, $6.00;
Wainfleet, Ont., S. S., $9.29; Webster Burtch,
$1.00; Ellis Noake, $2.00; J. W . Book,
$2.50; Sr. C. Sider. $1.00; Sr. Morrissee,
$1.00.

Expenditures.
Light, $1.96; gas, $1.50; groceries, c a r
fare, etc., $19.88.
Balance on hand, $19.25.
Geo. E. and Effie Whisler.
P. S. A mistake appeaered in o u r last
financial report.
Bro. E. A. Robert being
credited with $1.00; should have been $5.00..
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PUBLISHERS' NOTICE.

MARRIAGES.

To Subscribers—1,
Our terms are casn in
advance. ,,
2. Wihen writing to have your addres»
changed be sure to give both old and new
address.
3. T h e date on the printed label will show
to subscribers when their subscription expires.

H E R S H E Y — W O R L E Y . — O n Feb. 2, 1915,
Mr. Worley Hershey, son of Bro. John E.
and Sr. Hettie Hershey, united in holy
matrimony to Miss Dora Worley, at the home
of the officiating minister, Bish. J. N. Hoover,
West Milton, Ohio.

OBITUARY.

To the Poor—who are unable to pay—we
send the paper free on the recommendation of
ethers or upon their individual requests. I n L E X O W . — D o r a Heise Eexow was born
dividual requests must be renewed every six in Germany, Sept. 10, 1841. She was married
months as a matter of good faith.
to John Eexow, Sept. 28, 1867.
On the folTo Correspondents—I.
Articles for pub- lowing day they set sail and after a voyage
o f - n i n e weeks they arrived in America and
lication must be written on one side of the settled at Naperville, 111., until they moved to
I paper only.
Write all business letters on Dickinson Co., Kan., in 1876, where she lived
in the Bethel neighborhood up to the time of
.separate sheets.
2. Communications without the author's her death which occurred Jan. IT, 1915, aged
73 years, 4 months and 1 day.
Deceased was
name will receive no recognition.
a devoted member of the Lutheran church.
3. Comimunications for the VISITOR should She is survived by her husband and two sons.
.be sent to the Editor at least ten days before John and William and nine grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at the Bethel
date of issue.
church, Jan. 15, conducted by Eld. J. M.
4. If you do not receive the VISITOR within
Sheets, assisted by Rev. Heisey of the Luthern
ten days froim date of issue, write us a t once church.
Interment in adjoining cemetery.
and we will send the number called for.
G R A N T H A M , PA., F E B R U A R Y 22, 1915.

TRACTS.

"What We Believe and Why We Believe It,
j>er hundred, 20c.
An Interesting Conversation, per hundred,
:Death Eternal, per hundred, 15c.
Retribution, per hundred, 15c.
.Prayer, per hundred, 15c.
Scriptural Head Veiling, per hundred, $1.25.
T h e W o r m that Never Dies, per hund., 15c.
•Points for Consideration, per hundred, 12c.
'Scripture T e x t Envelopes, per hundred, 20c.
'Scripture T e x t Mottoes, $10.00 worth for
-$6.00.
Postage extra.
Orders for the above tracts, papers and
envelopes should be addressed, Geo. Detwiler,
I2r6 Walnut St., 'Harrisburg, Pa. Tracts are
free to mission workers.

Every element in the missionary problem depends for its solution upon prayer.

SHANK.—Jacob Hoover Shank was born
at Ringgold, Washington Co., Md., Feb. 19,
1845, died at Navarre, Kans., Jan. 24, 1915,
aged 69 years, 11 months and 5 days.
He
was married to Ellen H a r n e , Feh. 3, 11869. T o
this union were born two sons and two
daughters; one son and one daughter died
in early life.
H e moved to Franklin Co.,
Pa., in 1876, and to Dickenson Co., Kans., in
1879.
H e was a member of the Brethren in
Christ church for about twenty-six years. H e
leaves a widow, one son, Eld. C. A. Shank
of Abilene, Kans. and one daughter, Mrs.
Walter P r a t t of Hope, Kans., also seven
grand children, two brothers, John of Navarre, KaiiG., Benjamin of Waynesboro, Pa., two
sisters, Miary of Ringgold, Md., and Mrs.
Lewis Barkdoll of the same place. Services
were conducted by Bish. J. N. Engle, assisted
by Eld. Hotnibarger of the Dunkard church.
Text, John 14: 1-7.
S H I R K . — N a n c y Shirk was born Aug. 29,
1863 in Stark Co., Ohio, departed from this
life at her home at Sedgwick, Kans., Feb. I,
1915, at the age of 51 years, 5 months and 2
days.
She was the daughter of Jacob and
Sarah Brechbill, deceased.
When she was
six months old her parents moved to Garrett,
Ind., where she grew to womanhood.
On
Dec. 4, 1883, she was united in marriage to
David Shirk of Shannon, 111. They lived in
Shannon until 1884 when they moved to Sedg-
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wick, Kans.
T o this union were born six
children, Effie having preceded her to the
spirit world: those who remain to mourn her
departure are a husband, three sons, Roy,
Earl and Carl, and two daughters, Maude
Jones and Mabel.
Of her brothers and sisters remain John Brecbbill, Lizzie Davidson.
Sarah W a g n e r and Mary Yard, all of whom
live near Garrett, Ind., and Martin, Claude
and Cora, deceased.
In 1890 she was cooverted and united with the Brethren in Christ
church and was a loyal and faithful member
to the end.
Funeral services were held in
the M. E. church in Sedgwick, conducted by
Eld. John Hoover, of Peabody, Kans.
EBY.—Bro. Isaac S. ©by was born near
Berlin, Oat., Oct. 31, 1837, died Feb. 5. 191S,
at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Fannie
Rush, New Hamberg, Ont. Deceased- Wias
converted about fifty years age and united
with the Brethren in Christ church and was
one of the pioneer Sunday School workers.
In May 1859 he was united in marriage to
Elizabeth Stauffer to which union ten children were born, three being called to the spirit
world in childhood.
There remain to mourn
his departure a beloved wife, two sons and
five daughters with their families.
Thru a
light paralvtic stroke about seven years ago,
with several others 'following later affecting
his spine and mind so that he had been, as it
were, almost dead to the world for the last
few years, not suffering much pain hut gradually becoming weaker until relieved by death.
The remains were taken from the home of
Mrs. Rush, to the East End Mennonite church
in Berlin, where services were conducted by
Bro. Simon Cober.
Text, Phil. 1 : 21, assisted by Eld. Osias Cressman (iMennonite) in
German.
Interment in adjoining cemetery.
His age was 77 years, 3 months and 6 days.
BARNES.—Sr. Fannie E. Barnes was born
May 24, 1840, died at the home of Samuel
Rule, a brother-in-law, Manheim, Pa., Feb.
9, 19*15, aged 74 years, 8 months and 15 days.
Her death came suddenly in the morning soon
after having eaten the morning meal.
She
had been troubled with heart affection for
some time.
'Sr. Barnes was an earnest
Christian woman, for many years, helpful in
the Lord's work in different ways, such as
mission support and orphanage work.
In
former years she lived in Kansas, but during
the recent years she lived with her sisters in
Pennsylvania.
She had designated the text,
Isaiah 35, to be used at her funeral as also
the ministers who were to take part. Funeral
services were held on Feb. 12, at the Manheim M. H . where a goodly number of relatives, friends and neighbors gathered to pay
the last tribute of respect.
Bish. H . B. Hoffer, Bro. Geo. Detwiler and John Snavely,
Mennonite, ministered in the word.
Interment in Hernly cemetery.
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LOVE FEASTS.
Pennsylvania.
Ail HiM,
May 26, 27.
Mechaniosburg,
May 29, 30.
Pennsylvania State Council at Harrisburg.
April 8, 1915.
Important work on hand.
SUBSCRIPTION

CREDITS.

From Feb. 2, to Feb. 15.
J. H . Boyer, O. M. Foote, Mrs. G. P. Garber, Mrs. E. J. Barr, J. O. Brubaker, Herbert
3ates, Lovina Lewis, Martha Landis, Mrs.
Chas. Stoneback, D. E. Engle, Mrs. H. S.
Seltzer.- D. B. Wenger, Samuel Funk, J. D.
Books, Mrs. B. L. Kreider, Ellen Hortz, H.
G. Light, Henry Doutrick, Adam O. Brandt,
Jacob L. Heisey, Mrs. Levi Bomberger, Wm.
Mell, Henry L. Kreider, Harvey Light, J. L.
Kreider, M r s . John Hostetter, Jonas Kreider,
Jacob Funk, Daniel Yorty, Katie Wolf, J. W .
Stauffer, Mrs. Sol. Smith, Mrs. I. Basehore,
S. H . Hoke, J. N. Hoover, Leah Brown, Mrs.
Mary Kensinger, M. L. Hoffman, A d a Ricker,
Mrs. Geo. Rogers, Susanna Hartman, Mrs.
Sider, Mirs. Tobias Martin, A. W. Heise, B.
McTaggart, A. M. Carmichael, Aaron Sheffer,
Joe. Dohner, J. H. Bassler, Beni. Moore, Mrs.
R. L. Keagy, J. P. Keefer, Watson Romberger. J. D. Strickler, Hettie Witmer, C. L.
Null, Isaac Ginder, Mrs. W. H. Enb, S. S.
Burkholder, Clark Hawk, H e n r y Sollenberger, Jos. L Musser, A. W. Sollenberger,
Fannie E. Hoover, O. P. Bittinger, B. L. Musser, R. L. Eyster, Irwin Musser, H i r a m Wohlgemuth, E. R. Zercher, J. H. Snyder, Mrs.
Samuel Witmer, A. H. Martin, A. B. Lehman,
Mrs. A. Walters, Eli M. Eshelman, Lizzie
Herr. Wm. S. Nauman, Amos H. Heisey,
Isaiah Basehore, Mrs. Albert Strickler, J. W .
Neisley, Rebecca Wilson, Barbara Book, Susanna Urich, W. J. Myers, E. C. Mohler, T.
Bergman, Emma Boice, Minnie B. Shelley,
J. M. Eshelman, M r s . Iva Nickerson, Marv
Ann Bott, S. G. Myers, Andrew Sider, H e r bert Sider, H. M. Bosler, E. T. Heisey, H .
\V. Landis, Mrs. A. J. Sensaman, E. J.
Rohrer, Simeon Gingrich, H. O. Stump, Catherine Stump, John H . Bicksler, David Bowers,
Alice M . Zigler, Mrs. Susie Rogers, C. J.
Leiber, D. L. Zook, Mrs. John Burkhart, S.
A. Bittinger, V. Teal, Levi W'inerer, Susan
C. Winger, S. B. Shaffer, C. J. B t o e r , B.
Flagg, Melvin Winger, Enos Winger, Mrs.
Jacob Cline, Albion Winger, Jacob Wilhelm,
Frank Winger, A. Z. Myers, Elizabeth Lesher.

There are men and women in the
world born in darkness, living in darkness if YOU do not go or SEND someone
ness of YOU do not go or SEND someone
to tell them of Christ.
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STEVENSVILLE, ONT.
The official brethren of the church at Bertie,
O n t , decided to strengthen their ministry by
appointing two helpers.
The vote was taken
on Feb. 5, at the Annual District Meeting,
resulting in the election of the brethren, Jesse
Winger and Alvin Winger.
These brethren have served t h j church for
some time as Superintendents of the Sunday
School, and our prayer is that God may bless
them to further usefulness in the church.
W a r r e n Winger.

BOSNA,

KANSAS.

I again appear before you and wish to say
"I love the Lord, because he hath heard my
voice and my supplications, because he hath
inclined his ear unto me, therefore will I call
upon him as long as I live."
Some of the readers of the VISITOR I know
will understand why the words of the Psalmist c o m : to my mind, but to those that do
not I will explain.
I love the Lord because
H e heard my prayer and sent us ministers
that held our protracted meeting.
I felt
the need of their, preaching restitution, and
we were so blest on that line, that I felt as
tho I would call upon Him as long as I lived.
When God burdens us for others and we
are obedient, how free we feel, Praise His
name, and we fee! no longer responsible for
them.
Elder J. N. Engle came and brought with
him, brother J. Hoover, who remained several
days. Oh how I wished we could strew some
flowers on their path thru life, and not wait
until they were put on their coffin.
W e had one conversion and feel assured
that the seed sown will in time ripen into a
harvest.
In love.
Mrs. Emma Boice.

CLARENCE

CENTER.

W e were highly favored in having a two
•weeks meeting ending Jan 31, conducted by
Eld. J. W. Hoover of Toronto, Ont.
His
visit and l a t e r among us was very much
appreciated
Every day was improved in
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visiting in the neighborhood in forming new
acquaintances and inviting people to the
meetings.
Though the weather was all
that could be desired at this season of the
year t h - attendance was not large.
Bro.
Hoover has a way of his own in presenting
the gospel message which is generally favorably received.
Without douibt .many good
impressions were made, which were attested
to by the brethren and sisters as well as
that class of believers that is usually termed
the "stand up kind," who are willing to make
the appearance of being on the Lord's side
although they are held in captivity by the
world.
Oh when will professed Christians
learn the secret of drawing the line between
the church and the world.
I I Tim. 2 : 19.
Cor.

PELHAM, ONT.

A revival meeting was started in Zion
meeting house at Pelham, Ontario, on January io, lasting until the 20th.
Bishop J. R Zook, who was the evangelist in charge, came filled with the Spirit
and a love for souls.
T h e meetings started
with a good interest, which increased as they
continued.
Afternoon meetings were started the first
week, which proved a great blessing to both
saint and sinner.
Such
subjects as sanct'fication,
divine
healing, and Christ's Second Coming, were
explained from God's word.
Our brother
remained entrenched in the Scriptures and
let God speak from H i s word.
We were
glad for the result.
Conviction fell in such
a manner that souls were saved, sanctified,
and some bodies healed.
There were upwards of twenty souls to
the altar. W e feel to greatly magnify God's
holy name for the good work which w i s
accomplished.
All who were out at the
altar seemed to get definite victory.
Our
prayer is that the good work may continue.
W e expect to baptize quite a number when
weather conditions are favoraible.
Bishop Zook has gone to Springvale, Ont.
May God's richest blessings attend his labors there.
Pray for us and the work at this place,
that we may prosper and grow in grace.
Correspondent.

J
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people capable of filling their station as part
of a civilized community.
W e :rust especially that the seeds of Gospel truth that shall
Mtshabezi Mission,
be planted will so grow that the sowers may
Gwanda, Rho., S. A. be compensated and inspired, and that the
infant church that has been planted may beDear readers of the VISITOR:—
come a power for righteousness and the
Greeting in Jesus' name.
As it has been
spreading of the blessed Gospel to the
some time since anyone has written from this
ends of the earth.
place, a few words may be acceptable again.
W e had a very inspiring love feast at Swagi
T h e old year has passed away, and the new
outschool a month ago.
Fourteen were bapone has been ushered in.
H o w swiftly the
tized and one brother reclaimed.
T h e forty
cycles of time turn a r o u n d !
During the
members (including those baptized) were all
coming year, we desire to be spent for our
there, and we had a real feast of love.
I
Master who did so much for us.
W e had
wish some of you could have been there.
a nice service on Christmas day. There were
Personally, I have great reason to be thanksomething over two hundred people here and
ful.
Some of you have heard of my attack
each received the usual tin of salt. W e trust
of appendicitis, and consequent operation.
also that some at least received something
But the Lord has been pleased to raise me
of the Bread of Life that will be of more
up again for which I am thankful.
I am
value to them than salt.
W e also had a
now about my duties, and have been for some
special meeting with the believers on New
months, tho of course I still need to heed the
Year's day which was encouraging.
oft repeated warning to be careful.
W e are having very wet weather here now
We are glad to hear of revivals in some
-—the wettest we ever knew.
In six weeks
parts of the church at home, and trust and
time it has rained twenty-five inches.
This
pray that they may continue.
May many be
is more than we usually have in a whole
added to the church, and filled with the Holy
year; and three years ago, the time of the
Ghost,
W e crave an interest in your prayers
worst drouth, we had but nine and a half
continually during the coming year.
inches for the season.
Before these copious
Your co-laborer in the vineyard of the
rains began we had had none to speak of for
Lord,
nearly nine months.
You may know thereH. J. Frey.
fore, that they were appreciated.
It is really
too wet for the crops to do well, and we are
greatly in need of sunshine; but we are trustTUNGHSIANG, CHINA.
ing that H e who rules the heavens and the
earth will so arrange that we can have sufficient for the coming year.
Should our fam- Dear readers of the VISITOR:—
ily be as large as during the preceding one,
"Praise God from whom all blessings flow,"
when the number exceeded fifty natives, be- is the deep expression of my heart.
His
sides ourselves, the feeding of them will be love is so great, and "His mercies are new
no small item.
every morning."
School is now closed, and we are having
As I have been asked by some of the home
vacation for a month.
In another two weeks friends to write for the VISITOR after my rethe place will be more alive than it is today, turn to China, I shall endeavor to give a
but we appreciate the comparative quiet that short account of my journey.
prevails at present.
I sailed from San Francisco, Sept. 12, and
Our boy, Ernest, who is attending school arrived in Shanghai, China, Oct. 7. T h e Lord
in Bulawayo, is home now for a six-weeks gave us a very prosperous journey, there bevacation. W e appreciate having him at home ing a number of missionaries on board for
T h e sea was calm most
again.
He and also Bro. Winger, Sr. Baker, Japan and China.
and Sr. Alvis, are spending a week at Matopo. of the time, and the weather was delightful •
But soon vacation will be over, and then will we could not have asked for it to have been
So
begin again the continual grind of teaching better: no fogs at all to my knowledge.
to read and to sew, and the various other altogether we had a pleasant voyage indeed.
kinds of work that will tend to make these I was very conscious of the prayers of Gjd's
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children for me, for His protecting care and the Lord.
Some of them had given us
journeying mercies.
T o Him be all the much joy in the past.
praise.
On visiting the out stations it was a great
As we were nearing Shanghai my heart joy to see the Chinese evangelists so earnPray for them that
was filled with praise to God for bringing toe est in the Lord's work.
back to labor for Him in this land.
Here their love for souls may increase more and
Also please unite with us in prayer
I received a very warm welcome back to more.
China in the Mission H o m e of T h e China for such whose love has grown cold.
I have just recently returned from an eInland Mission which has its headquarters
vangelistic tour with two of our Chinese
for China at Shanghai.
workers and a Bible woman.
The large
iA'fter a few days spent there in preparaannual idol festival was held in a village
tion, I left for my appointed station in the
near the village where we were entertained.
interior, a distance of between 700 and 800
In the home we stayed the people seemed
miles from Shanghai.
It took three days by
very friendly.
large river steamer up the Yangtsi River to
A little description might give a little idea
Kui Kiang, our river port.
From there
oif
how their homes are furnished etc. SitI crossed the Po-Yang lake, one of the largA table and a few
est lakes in China.
I had hoped to cross ting room furnishings.
small
benches.
Then
in
one part of (he
by steamer, but the water being very low this
time of the year I crossed part of the way room a rice mill used to remove the husks
Also a chicken coop up in
toy steamer and then the rest of the way by from the rice.
the
front
and
another
one at the other side
sail boat.
H a v i n g crossed the lake we got
T h e dogs and
into a smaller river.
I changed boats for quite near the sitting room.
chickens
run
all
over
the
room.
Nothing
the last stage, having changed five times.
Fishing was one of the interesting features is tho't of it.
My bed-room furnishings consisted of a
on the river.
Many make their living y
bed
without springs.
I t was a few boards
fishing.
They fish by seine, and also have
large birds, about the size of a duck, which placed on top of two benches, some straw
are used for fishing. These they take out placed on top to serve for the mattress. A
in the river in small boats and turn them narrow passage separated my toed room from
T h e weather
loose in the deep water.
They are soon the cowstahle and pig-pen.
seen to dive after fish. When their masters being cool most of the time it didn't prove
see that they have caught a fish or two they so offensive as one 'might think. We stopped
are taken up intc the boat by long bamboo here ten lays visiting different villages when
Most of our time
p»les and made give up the fish. If it has the weather permitted.
been swallowed already they have a way of was given to the one village where the large
The people were gathermaking the bird gulp it up.
The fish caught idol festival was.
by these birds are mostly small, at least such ed in large numbers to give reverence to
It was a sad sight to see them
as I saw.
I don't think they catch very their idols.
bowing ibefore the idols expecting to r e large ones.
ceive prosperity and protection from them.
Now I must continue my journey.
Our T h e sixth night women with small babies
station being off of the river there is still a in arms sat up all might holding their
journey of 23 miles over land.
This was little ones before the idols, seeking protecmade by Sedan chair carried by two coolies tion and blessing
Others expected to sit
(chair bearers).
My luggage was brought up the next night, tout were hindered by the
by barrow.
I arrived at our station Oct. rain which dispersed the crowds.
The
26. They don't travel as fast in China as in
festival was to have lasted ten days, but
U. S. A.
after the fifth day there was rain ten days.
It seemed very good to get here after be- It seemed like the wraih of God was k : ndI was
ing on the way so long.
I received a warm led against these idol worshippers.
welcome from my missionary 'friend, and much impressed with the zeal of the mothers
also from the Chinese Christians.
Some in presenting their little one before the idols.
H o w does our
of the Christians have been called H o m e H o w sad indeed to see it.
during my absence.
We trust they are with zeal measure up to that of the heathens?
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H o w .many nights do we spend in prayer W e also enjoyed listening to the various
with God for our children and for the lost testimonies as they were given, for they
of earth?
May the Lord so stir our hearts seemed to set forth an entire satisfaction in
to the needs of the heathen that we may the service of God which had been wrought
spend much time in intercession for them, out in their hearts and lives by the Spirit
And that we may gladly consecrate our- through Jesus Christ their Lord.
While
selves, our children and our means for the the longing for the deeper things of God
spread of His blessed gospel.
T h e need were also in evidence, and our prayer was
is so great.
'that God would lead all "to know the love of
W e had such an opportunity in preach- Christ which passeth knowledge that they
ing and selling scripture portions. We pray ,might be 'filled with all the fulness of God."
His blessing on the seed sown.
Some rnani-'
My visit to the Rose Bank church to me,
fested an interest in the gospel.
One wo- is more than ordinary interest, it being the
man asked me to pray for her after I return ,place of my nativity.
As I stand by the
home.
She said she will believe.
meeting house on the old Huron Road, lookBeloved, will you pray much for this (lis- ing westward, close by, 1 see the old hometrict as for others they too are just as needy, stead, though somewhat transformed in spi t is a blessed privilege God gives us to pearance, yet that was the old home of my
labor for Him in this dark land.
I am boyhood days, and naturally my mind would
quite happy and praise Him that He has run back to many happenings of my younger
tho't me worthy to labor fc r Him in His days.
Perhaps one of the most sacred memvineyard
There has not been one thing ories of the old home is the religious influtoo dear to give up for >His sake to bring the ences of my parents' lives.
Though innomessage of Life and Light to those who cently, or perhaps ignorantly, those early adare sitting in darkness and t h : shadow of monitions and youthful trainings were not so
death.
Will you pray for me that I may faithfully heeded and obeyed as they should
be a channel of blessing and be used of Him have been for my own good, but nevertheless
in leading souls to know Jesus as their it left its impress upon my mind and created
Savior.
W e are encouraged knowing He a reverence toward God and His people, and
hath said of His Word, "It shall not return n o doubt was an unseen safeguard around
unto me void, but it shall accomplish that me even in my unconverted state.
Praise
-which I please, and it shall prosper in the the Lord.
Forty-six years however have
thing where- to I send it."
brought many a change to this old neighborYours in His blessed service,
hood, not only in improved buildings, but in
Elizabeth E. Hershey. the removal of some of the inhabitants.
I
, ,,
turn myself toward the east, and there look
„TTD ,,T^TT,
across the road southward over the hill into
the old graveyard where are the little mounds
where many of our loved ones have been
Wife and I left home for a visit to New laid away to await the ressurrection morning.
Dundee and vicinity on Dec. 23, 14.
As
But still there are a few of the old veterans
our daughter Mrs. A. Hilborn is living at left, of whom I wish to make a few remarks
New Dundee we made this our home, dur- as we found them in our visit.
First of all
ing our visiting period of about four weeks. I might say, that we found Bro. Aaron HunsAlbout 2^2 or 3 miles north of this village perger somewhat indisposed with dizziness
is where the Rose Bank meeting house of and weakness of body, only able to sit up a
the Waterloo district is located.
Here is few hours each day.
Hope he may soon be
where brother and sister Girvin Bearss were alble to be out again.
Spiritually however,
holding special meetings in the early part he was quite cheerful, deeply interested in
of January.
We endeavered to attend these the meeting then in progress,
meetings as much as we could, and'enjoyed
Old Bro. Isaac Krupp aged about 86 years
sweet fellowship with the dear brethren and who has his home with his daughter, Mrs.
sisters of this place. We enjoyed the preach- Moses Bock, seemed quite bright and cheering services because they pealed forth the ful when talking about spiritual things, exGospel message to both saint and sinner, pressing his desire to press his way faithfully
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through to the end.
Bodily he is becoming
more infirm.
Then there was old sister
Hannah Cassel about 80 years of age and has
her home with her step daughter, Mrs. W a t e r man.
W e were pleased to see her smart,
bodily, at her age.
In reply to my inquiry
how she was progressing in her Christian experience she said, "I have had no thought of
quitting."
Dear soul, fight on, finish your
course, keep the faith.
Henceforth there is
laid up for you a crown of righteousness
which the Lord,' the righteous Judge, shall
give you in that day.
Praise the Lord.
Next comes our dear aged brother and
Elder Benjamin Shupe who, if I mistake
not, has past his 91st year.
In his earlier
days Bro. Shupe had been fairly active and
influential in the church and was held in
high esteem, but now for a number of years
his .mind has begun to fail him, and to-day
he scarcely knows his own people, yet we
were told that at times he has had his devotional exercises in prayer and praising
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I certainly feel to praise Him this evening
that He saved even ime, and c- nsidered me
worthy to be even one of the least of His
disciples.
How sad it makes me feel when
I look back over imy past life and see how
long H e entreated at my heart's door in
vain, but still H e did not cut me off in my
sins, but still had patience with me until I
yielded entirely to H i m .
yielded to Him, under the
w h e n T
first
p r e a c h i n g of our dear brother, D. R. Eyster,
T felt for a t i m e that T w a s saved> b u t w h e n
,the L o r d s h o w e d ,me t h i n g s in m v l i f e t b a t
j h a d t 0 < m a k e r i g h t j b u t w a s mwi\ymg
to
ohey>
T l)ost t h e h o p e o f s a l v a t i o n t h a t T h a d
j r a r n a i n e d in this condition, without having
,for n e a r i y t w 0 y e a r s .
Ust
fu]] s a i v a t j o n
w i n t e r w h i ] e a t B i , b l e Conference conviction
came

upon

lmfil

several

Martin
m y

was

dear

from

m e

again>

weeks
here

,parents

them

and

and
also

but

still

did

not

yield>

Abner
T h e united prayers of
t b e teaching I received

]ater

from

when

the

Bro.

dear

brotber

God,
Martin, along the line of confession and resThe question would naturally arise in our ; t i t u t i o n w a , t o o m u c h ; f o r m e > s o t hat I had
minds, how long oh Lord, how long?
n o r e s t m t i l j v j e l d e d m y e n t ; r e W JU to t h e
And then again, there was brother John l I < o r d a n d t h e n t h e blessing came, and I
F . Becker in his 80th year living all alone c o u ] d g Q a n d m a k e m y w r o n g t h i n i g ,
T-ght
by himself, and yet not alone as he said, a n d f e e ] t h e b ] e s s i n g o f God upon me.
was quite cheerful anl happy in the Lord.
T c e r t a i n l y feel to praise 'Him that I ever
W h y I mention these old veterans is be- : b e c a m e filing t o yield myself entirely to
cause they were members in the church here , H i m
j :!ried a h a l f w a y b u s i n e s s in t h e
when J was yet at home, hence are interest- c h r i s t i a n ] i f e b u t i t d i d n o t w o r k j b u t s :. n c e
mg to me.
Our visit in general among the brethren
and friends was greatly enjoyed.
John Reichard
Fordiukh. Ont, R. R. 1.

yielded entirely to Him there is a
g{ y - c t o r y j n m y S Q U , a n d j c a n
p r a i s e Hi,m m o r e a n d m o r e
for that
deter.
m ; n a t i o r i ,H e has put down deep in my heart
to go thru with
H j m .

^,»

"I'll pay the price whatever others do.

.

TESTIMONY

Dear readers of the VISITOR:—
I come to you this evening in the precious
name of Jesus, H e who took upon Himself
the sins of the world, and gave Himself as
a ransom for many.
W h a t a grand name
that is to us when we come to that place
where we learn to trust Him fully for everything: and then when severe trials and temptations come in upon us we can breathe that
Holy name in a prayer of faith, believing
that H e is able to keep that which we have
committed unto Him against that great and
notable day.

j

bave

rea,

s h o m

* ' v e s t a r t e c ' i n J e s u s > I ' m S°'mS thru."
Although this is my first effort at writing,
and I am inexperienced, any prayer is :hat
it may prove a blessing to some one, and
that we all may realize if we want to go
thru with Jesus we must pay full fare, and
even at that it is cheap enough that the very
poorest of us may have it, because dollars
and cents havi no weight in this matter, but
we must surrender our stubborn will to Him
and that is all H e asks of any of us.
With these tho'ts I will close, wishing you
all God's richest blessings.
I remain your
unworthy brother,
Jacob A. Long,
Cedar Springs, Pa.

V v
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TESTIMONY.

1 will herewith glive a short testimony for
the Lord, thru the VISITOR, letting others
know what the Lord has done for me.
He
has wondrously helped me.
It is a little over
a year since I gave my heart to the Lord.
I praise the Lord this afternoon for that convicting Spirit.
It followed me quite a while
before I gave my heart to the Lord. I thank
H i m that H e w a ; so kind and patient with
me before I yielded my life to iHim. I praise
H i m that He has brought me so far on this
narrow way
I also can praise Him for the
desire He gives ime to go to His services.
I also love to be in the testimony meetings
which seem to help me.
I like to read them
in the VISITOR, because I think they do me
good.
I cannot praise H i m enough for what
H e is doing for me.
H e seems to help me
every day, although the way seems sometimes
to be heavy, but if we g o to the Lord in prayer and cast our cares upon Him, He is able
to help us out.
We can be happy in Jesus
if we trust and obey iHim at all times.
I
find Him very precious to my soul.
I mean
to go on and still live a closer life to Hiim.
I ask an interest in your prayers, that I might
do H i s will at all times.
Esther Books.
Cleona, Pa.

• »»
A TESTIMONY.

Dear readers of the VISITOR:—
As an act of obedience as well as of love
and praise to my heavenly Father I will give
my testimony, and a little of how the Lord
is leading me.
I truly praise Him for His redeeming love
and grace, and that I can say, I am redeemed
by the blood of the Lamb.
I praise Him for His convicting Spirit that
followed me when I was but a boy, even
when quite young, before I really knew what
it meant.
I would sometimes sit down and
weep, without being able to tell anyone what
for.
T h u s it followed me until at the age
of fifteen when I gave Him my yes, and, I
praise God, I made it an eternal y e s : not of
myself but by His help and grace.
While
I know not what may be before me, neither
do I care to know, but by His grace I mean
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to be true and submissive to His will till to
my journey's end.
I praise Him fer the change H e has
wrought in my heart and life, and that H e
has so changed ray desires that I now hate
the things I once tried to enjoy, and gave
me such a love for the things I did not love.
I can truly say with the poet:
"His will I have joy in fulfilling,
As I'm walking in H i s sight;
My all to the blood I am bringing,
I t alone can keep me right."
I praise H i m for t'ie way H e is leading
me.
Altho it sometimes goes contrary to
the way nature would like to have it go. But
I am glad I have learned to love the way of
the cross, and the poet says: "The way of t h e
cross leads home," I dare not go into details
to tell how God leads me as it would get too
lengthy.
But, in short, I want to say H e is
leading me out of the things of the world to
be separate in so many different ways, not
only in appearance, or dress, which I believe
is right and becoming for a child of God.
I am sometimes made to feel sorry that it is
not more so among so many who profess to
be Christians.
But H e is also leading me
out on other lines even in business.
Things
have been offered to une in which I could
probably have made more money and the
natural man would have thought it to be all
right, but when I took it to the Lord in prayer iHe answered, No.
And I believe the
Lord knows what is best for me and with
that thought in view I shall ever obey H i m
let it go as it will.
When I consider the words that our blessed Savior spake, "What shall it profit a man,
if he shall gain the whole world, and lose
his own soul," I surely feel that I would
rather deny myself of some of these things
that do not belong to a child of God, and
enjoy the blessing of a free conscience and
the promise of eternal life, rather than to
have this world's goods in abundance and
lose the soul.
I do not know whether anyone will be
benefited by these lines or not.
I hope it
may be encouraging to someone.
But if
not I am sure there is nothing lost on my
part by it. But rather I shall have the blessing that comes thru obedience, and the Lord
will take care of the rest.
And His shall
be the honor and glory.
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SELECXED.
religion
to ascribe everything which is
________^________^^__^__
superhuman t o the divine has led many
to believe in spiritualism and kindred
SPIRITUALISM.
superstitions.
T h e r e are three great sources from*
Spiritualism has left its dark trace on w h i c h a n things m u s t emanate; the dithe h u m a n family almost from man's v ; n e ) the natural, and the diabolicalearliest existence.
Sonne have believed Spiritualism proceeds from neither the
and many have disbelieved in the reality n a t U r a l nor the divine; hence the only
of communing with departed spirits. S O U rce left for it is the diabolical. This
Spiritualists have flooded the world with w e s hall proceed to prove is its true
their literature and "lying wonders" to
source.
prove that what they claim is real; and
Spiritualism
not of God.
should we throw away our reason and
be guided by fickle stories concocted by
men and devils we should surely arrive
at a hasty conclusion that the spirits of
departed
friends
could be conversed
with, seen, etc.
T h a t spiritualists have communed
with spirits is not b a r d to believe but
that they commune with the spirits of
men and women who have had an existence in this world is incredible, to say
the least of it.
T h a t spiritualists do
have communion with spirits can be
easily proved, but these spirits are invariably the spirits of devils and not
the spirits of the departed dead they
feign to be.
Some scientists who have
possibly been a little skeptical concerning the supernatural have tried to account for the manifestations of spiritualism in phrenology; but in so doing they
expose their ignorance of its real source,
This is one weakness in infidels, scientists, and philosophers, to account for
everything in a natural way.
On the
other hand, a weakness in professors of

T h e first and surest proof that any[s f a i s e 0 r true is the W o r d of
Q 0 d to which we shall appeal.
"Every
that eonfesseth not that Jesus
spirit
Christ is come in the flesh is not of
God: and this is that spirit of antichrist,
whereof ye have heard that it should
c o m e ; and even now already is it in the
world" (John 4 : 3 ) . Spiritualists virtu a l l y deny the divinity of Christ, and if
j n e v e r y other way they were as spotless
a s s n o , W ; this is enough to prove them
to be false and not of God.
Spiritualism is not of God, because
; t does not teach and practise the gospel,
It never leads any one to conversion or
r e a l salvation, but deals in mysticism,
Spiritualism is not of God, because those
w n o have forsaken God. or never known
H i m , can communicate with spirits thru
spiritualistic mediums.
Saul, the king
from
0 f Israel, said, "God is departed
n i e , and answereth me no m o r e " ( I Sam.
1 5 ) ; and yet he could get an an2g:
S W e r thru the witch of Endor, who was

I see that I have written very little of what
I might write but I will refrain for this time.
I desire the sincere prayers of all God's children for us that we imay be kept humble at
„. , .
, .4 , „
' .
„.
...
ed is feet and that He may have His way with
*
us
Your brother in the Lord,
John O. Brubaker.
Marrietta, Pa.

nothing more or less than a spiritualistic
medium.
God would not answer him,
d
yet
h
e
received an answer through
an
is not
s p i T i t u a l i s m ; hence spiritualism
, ^ j
m
n
of God.
This syllogism is unanswer,
,, . , ,
able, a n d proves conclusively that s p i n t ualism is not of God.
Spiritualism is not of God because
ll
spiritualists are at times compelled
a
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to practice fraud.
T h e y acknowledge truly say to backslidden Saul',. "Tomorthat at times they resort to sleight of row shalt thou and thy sons be with m e . "
hand, fraud and occular deceptions to Christ could say to the thief whom H e
had pardoned, " T o d a y shalt thou b e
maintain their cause.
The case of the "wise men" of Egypt with me," but Samuel could not h a v e
clearly proves that spiritualism is not said this to wicked Saul.
a natural phenomenon.
" F o r they cast
down every man his rod, and they became serpents" ( E x . 7 : 12V
Now let
the mental philosophers and phrenologists fell us, if they can, where in the
human cranium, or brain, the organ is
located that enables us to turn rods,
w:;'' In^-canas, etc., into serpents.
The case of the wil :h of E n d o r also
clearly proves that spiritualism is not
from a natural source.
T h a t Samuel
did not come back from the spirit-world
at the call of the witch of Endor is clear
to the aufhor's mind although Saul
thought it to be Samuel, and the spirit
told him the truth.
But Satan would
dare to tell the truth if by so doing he
could disguise his personality and deceive his hearers.
It is clear, however,
that this was a superhuman occurrence,
for as soon as the witch saw the spirit
she knew Saul.
It has been thought by some that Samuel really came up at the call of the
witch, and from one point of view, it
would seem that Samuel did come in
verity; but viewing it from another side,
it seems conclusive that lie did not.
I
do not wish to set aside the judgment of
others or contradict those whom God
has used in setting forth His W o r d ,
but it seems clear to me from the following considerations that Satan sent
an imitation of Samuel.
1. H a d this spirit been Samuel h e
could not have truthfully said, " T o m o r row shalt thou and thy sons be with m e "
( I Sam. 2 8 : 19) ; for in the spirit-world
the wicked are not with the just.
2. If this was a wicked spirit and
only imitating Samuel, then it could

3. Samuel was with A b r a h a m in p a r adise.
The spirit that spoke to S a u l
said, " T o m o r r o w shalt thou and thy
sons be with me."
Therefore, if that
spirit was Samuel, wicked Saul and h i s
sons went to paradise.
It is reasonable to suppose that t h e
spirit of divination could imitate S a m uel ; for familiar spirits, thru m o d e r n
mediums, imitate even the voice of those
who are dead, insomuch that one is led
to believe that he is conversing with a
departed friend, when in reality he is
talking to an evil spirit.
The Bible
in speaking of the spirit that conversed
with Saul, calls it Samuel, but the w r i t e r
of the Bible was not commenting orr
spiritualism; he was simply narrating;
the circumstances as they occurred i n
the cave of Endor.
'We have clearly proved that spiritualism is not of God, and not a n a t u r a l
phenomenon, so 'the only source left f o r
it is the infernal, or devilish.
Front
this source it truly emanates.
It is.
of the devil, for God commanded thechildren of Israel to remove from H i s
people all such characters as witches, e n chanters, or those who consulted with;
familiar spirits, or who used divination..
"Thou shalt not suffer a witch 'to l i v e "
( E x . 2 2 : 18).
"There shall not be
found among you any one that m a k e t h
his son or his daughter to pass t h r o u g h
the fire, or that useth divination, or am
observer of times, or an enchanter, o r
a witch, or a charmer, or a consulter
with familiar spirits, or a wizard, or a
necromancer" (Deut. 18: 10, 11). " F o r
all that do these things are an abomination unto the L o r d " (Deut. 18: 1 2 ) .
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Another clear proof of its diabolical
•origin is the Egyptian sorcerers, who
opposed Moses and Aaron, the servants
of God.
These magicians cast down
their rods and they became serpents:
but God. to show that H e was almighty,
caused the serpent which came from
Aaron's rod to swallow up the rods of
the Egyptian sorcerers.
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cessful way to oppose spiritualism is to
grant that mediums can have communion with spirits and then prove that
these spirits are evil, which can be easily
proved.—From, "The Holy Spirit and
Other
Spirits."
,,,
SUCCESS AFTER FALURE.

Though spiritualism is a devilish real« A n d w h e n h e h a d l e f t speaking, Jesus
lty, it is not to be feared by the children s a i d u n t o Simon, L a u n c n out into the
of God; tor one child of God by faith d e e p > a n d l e t d o w n y o u r n e t s f o r a
can chase a thousand, and two put to d r a u g h t .
And Simon answering said
flight ten thousand wicked spirits.
If u n t o h i m > Master, we have toiled all
you want to see a spiritualist's Seance n i g h t ; a n d . have taken nothing: but at
put to contusion let some one with faith t h y W Q r d j w i n l e t d o w n t h e n e t s » ( L u k e
in God step in and rebuke the devil and - . . r \
wicked spirits.
Spiritualism in general is a hotbed of
free-love spirits, unclean spirits, and
every other diabolical spirit Satan sees
fit to impose upon them.
In short, it
is the devil's headquarters on earth. Although false doctrines and wicked spirits
are by no means confined to spiritualism,
yet in spiritualism is found the purest
breed of earth-born children of the devil.
T h e reader has by this time arrived
at the conclusion that while the writer
believes that spiritualism is a reality, he
sees no enduring good in it.
Possibly
the most convincing proof of its reality
and diabolical origin is the workings of
modern spiritualists.
Hundreds
of
cases could be inserted here where spiritualists have performed wonders; but
as spiritualism is sc; general in America,
and mediums, clairvoyants, etc., are so
numerous, we will not here enumerate
any instances of its devilish manifestations.
W e r e we trying to refute the
reality of their communion with spirits,
then we should have need of detail; but
we freely admit that spiritualists do comratine with spirits which, however, are
the spirits of devils and never the spirits
of the dead.
The best and only sue-

T won(|er
not

why it was—or rather I do
wonder at all, but it might be a subJ e c t o f speculation—why it was that this
particular story was preserved, and why
tnese
particular words were preserved
when we know from St. John that countl e s s incidents in the Master's life and
countless words of His we have not now
at all.
U n d e r the guidance of the Holy
Ghost we must believe, and therefore I
say I do not wonder about it, that these
words were preserved and handed down
because they were characteristic, embodied a permanent and precious principie of the Christian Revelation.
It
seemed to those who, under the guidance
of God, preserved these stories of our
Lord's life here on earth, of the things
that H e did and said, that nothing could
more perfectly describe the total influence of the Lord Jesus Christ upon the
world, especially upon His own servants,
better than this simple story.
It is a
story of Jesus coming upon people who
had failed, and so dealing with t h e m that
they were ready to try again
T h a t is
what Christ has done for the world. H e
came into the world to encourage us.
'Encourage."
There is a great deal of
spiritual truth and religion underlying
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words if you will break them up. W o r d s exactly the same waters as they had faillike this, were at the beginning far more ed in.
They were the same men, inthan they are with us.
T h e man who deed not quite the men they were, for
first used this word did a big thing in it was later in the day and they were
the history of the world.
To put heart more tired and depressed as a result of
into a man—that is to encourage. Christ having tried and failed
T o the same
came into the world to put heart into it. place where they had failed our L o r d
H i s own w o r d s : "I am come that ye may bade them r e t u r n : that is the irony of
have life." tell us that.
the Gospel, the iron hand beneath the
„,
.
,
silken Hove of the Gospel. Christ sends
T h e circumstances of our text were
f
,
,
•
.
,. . ,
, , ,
us back .precisely to the p.ace where we
m,
e , .
these.
T h e disciples
had
been
fishing
,
,
.,
,
'
,
.
,.
. ,
, . r, , ., ,
have failed.
H e begins the process
XT
for a night and had failed.
Now per.
,
.
« . ,. 1 „ , of our recovery, the process ot enduing
1
prepared
to
take
that
.
"
,
,
,
haps vcu are not nrenarea
mat
,
.
.
. '
,
, ' , , . ,
1 _t US with new power, where formerly we
have failed.
I believe that many of
lowly of
ground
thatfailed,
at your
'
bout
'vork and
you sr-v
have
butlastit
us fail to attain in holiness the height
is safer on the whole to take that ground
that God would have us reach because
and to say hard things about ourselves.
.
, ,.
. ,
, , . . , ,
..
.
f. 0 1 our ignorance and disregard ot the
W e had better, it we are going to ge ,
,
°.
,
. .
. .
, ...
,, .
. , j_ ,
.
. , „ hard and fast laws of the spiritual lite,
any blessing, take the lowly ground. W e M ,
,
„„
.
., .
,
, ., ,
Take an example.
There is something
L
have failed; we are apt to count up our .
*.
.
,
, , *
,
,
,
. i n our present life that we have not had
over, some ,failing
of, ,,the
successes when we arc tired and are at a cleanr victory
,
.,.
the end of the year, but when a man flesh, some weakness cf the sou!, some
sees things freshly, he sees his failures, fault in the region of our temper or
sees his successes are tainted in all sort^ temperament, in which we have failed.
of ways making them really failures. And as we begin our new winter's work
Sir Walter Scott in his later days, whose we would like to gloss it over and saywriting became more and more popular nothing about it to ourselves or to God.
with the public, but once when he open- W e may even cherish the hope that we
ed one of his own books—I think it was will not have again to encounter that
f
"Montrose," but I do not know—that particular difficulty. T h a t is no a thing
good man laid his head down upon the
,
.
,
,, ,
.,
,
,, , ,
that we ought to pray tor at all: w e
book and sobbed with shame that he
,
,
A .' •« 1
1 r
,. ,
, „
, ,
., . .
ought to pray that God will take us back
could have fallen so far beneath his own
.
,
,
,
r
,' , .
, .,
, to the very place where we formerly
tr.
literary standard as to turn out the work
. . . .
, . , .,
,,
1 ••
A 1 tailed, that we may now prove to ourwhich the world was appiandmg.
And
,
,
, ..
„
,
. .
selves that we need not fail.
Somesometimes
when
we are there
receiving
con- .
. , ,
_ ,
,,
,
are
on famously,
.getting
, ..
.
. . j
. ,.is a" place times we wish that God would send u s
we could .serve, . God
better
if we
were
gratulations,
when
in
the
public
eye
we
.
,
,
,
,
.
,
,.,
to which we can turn ,to see that
. which
,
to some other kind of work.
W e think
.,
.
. , .
...
' anywhere almost but just exactly where
J
if we be not lost, will cause us to prav
'
we
are
" L o r d , forgive us."
'
'
T h e r e a r e man
If we are on the ground which these
> ' w h o t h i n k t h e >' c o u l d
m e n occupied, we may now proceed.
I serve God heroically in the foreign miswant you to notice three things—they sion field if they could be established
are very obvious—in our Lord's treat- there.
" I have noticed," said an Amerment of these men who failed
But. ican humorist, not long since dead (or
first, notice that H e sent them back into words to this effect), "that when men

1 ,

>
m
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t a l k about being ready to shed their last
•drop of blood, they have not begun to
shed their first drop."
Now, the dis•doles took to the same waters, but there
•were certain differences, and these cons t i t u t e the three points I wish to bring
before you.
In the first place, k is
Christ who sends therm back.
They
went in the first instance because they
itad been in the habit of going; it was
:their regular
fishing-ground.
Now, H e
sends them back; and the point T would
like to get at here is t h i s : I do not know
a more disquieting misgiving that can

are conscious of the yoke of Christ
rather than His power; we have not let
g o ; we are those who, when learning to
swim, try to keep one toe on the ground.
T h e r e comes a glorious moment when
ne lifts one's foot, and behold! the
whole universe conspires to make you
a swimmer.
You know the difference
between giving yourselves to a thing and
not giving yourselves to it; between having your heart in it and having your
heart elsewhere.
W e have got to take
ourselves severely in hand, and go more
deeply into things.

visit the heart of a sensitive man or wom a n in the service of Christ than the
misgiving that you or I are perhaps not
in the place where Christ mean: 'is to
be.
T h a t misgiving may become more
fundamental in the respect that we may
fee' that we are not called at all to the
'vork of Christ, and it may be that sometimes, when we read devotional literat u r e of an intimate character, we have
the misgiving—and I do not know a
m o r e terrible one—that perhaps we have
n o right in the service of Christ at all.
W e l l , brethren, I beseech you do not let
t h a t misgiving get into your minds for
a moment.
Christ needs us all; Christ
will take us all.
Let us be done with
introspection in these matters.
If you
;go on chafing in the interior you at once
•make yourself useless, and in a suitable
M u d of way may be dishonoring Christ,
T h e second point is that H e sent them

I n the third place, and above all, our
Lord, Himself, went back with the disciples.
I do not need to describe the
difference, but it is awful, between doing Christ's work without Christ's society and doing it with His society.
Oh,
the dreariness, the fatigue of the work,
the unhappiness, the failures, the private
shame and self-contempt, when we discover that we are professional servants
of Christ, people who are in His service
because we were in it once before, and
the public expects us to go on.
If
Christ is our inspiration, and His presence with us our conscious support,
duty, however exacting and responsible,
will become a pleasure and an exalted
privilege. Yea, it becomes a luxury unto us to be about our Father's business,
W h a t a difference between that and doing the work for Christ's sake, in the
society of Jesus l—Sel.

back more deeply into the business:
" L a u n c h out into the deep."
T h e disciples were fishermen who knew their
own business, and had been fishing in
...
,
,
T
rnore shallow waters than those our Lord
was commanding them to go into.
Therefore, my second instruction to you
a n d myself is: Let us &go more deeply
„.
, , '.
.
, , .
,
.
into the whole business of this work of

*-•"•
W i t h the gross and general immoralitv of its
priesthood; Souih America
has reached a depth of ignorance, superstitron and filth which can find no parallel in any other countrv.

H i n d u School Children are taught to
worship Ganesa the son of Cali, the wife
u
• +u
i„ u * 1 A„A
c cof Siva.
H e is the elephant-headed
ours.
Some of us have just enough „QA o f w i s d o m , a great glutton, fond of
Christianity to make us u n h a p p y ; we eating and drinking.

TIME, DEATH AND
__
ETERNITY.
I READER: Thy time on earth is
I short. The closing year, each setting
I sun, each tick of the clock, is shortening
thy days on earth, and swiftly, silently,
| but surely carrying thee on—on to
ETERNITY and to God. The year,
the day, the hour, the moment will aril rive that will close thy life on earth, and
begin thy song in Heaven, or thy wail in
Hell. No future hour shall come to
bring thee back to earth again, thou art
there forever for ETERNITY.
\y Today thy feet stand on Time's sinking sand; To-morrow the footprints remain, but thou art gone—where? Into
ETERNITY.
Today thy hands are busy at work,
I thine eyes are beholding, thy mind is
thinking, thou art planing for the future. To-morrow all is still; the folded
I arm, the closed eye remain, but thou art
1 gone—gone to ETERNITY. Others
;were once busy as thou art; they are
gone—gone to Eternity. The merry
iroice, the painted clown, the talented
artist, whose presence made the theatre
|and the pantomime an attraction for
thee, are gone; they are removed far
from the region of fiction to that reality-4he reality of Eternity.
The
shrewd merchant whose voice was so
familar to thee on the crowded Exchange is hushed, he buys and sells no
more—he has entered Eternity
And, reader, thine own turn to enter
Eternity will shortly come. Ask thy-

self honestly, "Am I prepared for Eternity." Give thy conscience time to answer; listen, it speaks to thee today.
Drown not its voice lest it speak to thee
no more. Let the Heaven and the Hall
of the future stand before thee in all
their reality; one of these must be thine
Eternal dwelling place, and today is the
time to make thy choice. To-morrow
may be too late—one day behind time.
Which art thou living for? Which art
thou travelling to ?
To go from the haunts of sin, debauchery and vice to the presence of
God and the Lamb—impossible; from
the crowd of the condemned, and the
race for gold and gain, to the song of
the redeemed, and the crown of glory.
No, never 1 Except a man be born
again he cannot see the kingdom of God.
Reader, hast thou been born again? If
so, well; but if not, the horrors of an
Eternal Hell are awaiting thee and today thou art hearer its quenchable
flame than thou hast ever been before.
Halt! Why will you meet God with
an unsaved soul? He wills it not. Today He pleads. Turn ye, why will ye
die?
"Time's sun is fast setting, its twilight is nigh,
Its evening is falling in clouds o'er the sky.
Its shadows are stretching in ominous gloom.
Then haste, sinner haste, there's mercy for thee
And wrath is preparing—flee lingerer, feel"
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